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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

AccoRDING to the orthodox commentators, this 
Upani~ad is supposed to form part of the BrahmaJ;La 
belonging to the Katha Sakha of the Kr~Q.a Yajur
veda. Some have referred it to Sama-veda, and 
others again to Atharva-veda. But it is almost 
impossible to validate its authenticity in that way, 
since neither the Katha BrahmaQ.a nor Sarhhita, nor 
those portions of the Sama-veda or Atharva-veda in 
which the Upani~ad is supposed tolbe found are now 
available. So its real Vedic connection is hidden in 
obscurity. But due to its most poetic and charming 
presentation of the sublime doctrines of the Vedanta, 
the Kathopani~ad has ever been a great object of 
interest to scholars, both of the East and the West, 
from a long time past. From the number of its 
commentaries extant now, its. popularity among the 
orthodox Hindus can also be well gauged ; and Pro
fessor Max Muller tells us that it has been fre
quently quoted by the English, French and German 
writers as one of the most perfect specimens of the 
mystic philosophy and poetry of the ancient Hindus· 

The story of Naciketas going to Yama, the prime 
controller of human destiny, under the command of 
his father, and subsequently his learning from Yama 
some secret knowledge of transcendental value, must 
have been an old story current among the ancient 
.Aryans, since it can be traced in its embryonic condi
tion so far back as to ~g-veda. There, in the 
135th Sukta of the tenth MaQ.Qala, mention is made 
of a boy-and SayaQ.a tells us that he was no other 
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than the Naciketas of the Taittiriya-Brahmal)a
who went to the heaven of Yama under the express 
desire of his father that he should follow the an
cients, Purii.J}iin, (i.e. he should go where the departed 
ancients have gone); and he did so with much faith 
and perseverance ( 'sraddha' and 'ni~tha ') which 
elicited great commendation from Yama. Then he 
was shown the method by which he could come back 
to his father from the Yama-Ioka. 

Next we find the story in a more developed form 
in the Taittriya-Brahmal)a, where it is told to explain 
how the Nl!.ciketa sacrifice has been so named. There 
the story runs thus : Vajasravasa, being desirous of 
great boons, sacrificed all his wealth. He had a son, 
called Naciketas. While he was still a boy, he felt 
a great fervour of faith in his heart when he saw 
cows brought to be given .as sacrificial gift to the 
priests. He said : 'Father, to whom wilt thou 
give me ? ' He repeated the question a second and 
a third time ; at which the father turned round and 
replied. 'To Death, I give thee! ' Then he heard an 
unknown voice telling Naciketas : ' He has said, 
" I give thee to Death ; go thou to the house of 
Death." So go to Death when he is not at home, 
and remain in his house for three nights without 
taking any food. If he happens to ask thee "Boy, 
how many nights hast thou been here?'' say, 
"Three," When he asks thee, "What didst thou eat 
the first night?" say, "Thy offspring." If he asks 
" What didst thou eat the second night ? " say, 
"Thy cattle." To the question "What didst thou 
eat the third night ? " say, "Thy works."' So 
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Naciketas went to Yama, while he was away from 
home, and he stayed in his house for three nights 
without food. When Yama came back on the fourth 
day, he asked: 'Boy, how many nights hast thou 
been here?' Naciketas answered: 'Three.' 'What 
didst thou eat the first night?' 'Thy offspring.' 
' What didst thou eat the second night ? ' 'Thy 
cattle.' 'What didst thou eat the third night ? ' 
' Thy good works.' 1 

Then Yama said: 'Obeisance to thee, 0 revered 
sir! Ask for a boon.' 'Grant that I may return 
living to my father,' Naciketas replied. Yama said: 
'Ask for a second boon.' Naciketas replied: 'In
struct me how my good deeds may not destroyed.' 
Then Yama taught him the secrets of the Naciketa 
Agni (a kind of sacrifice). 'Ask for a third boon.' 
said Yama. 'Tell me how to conquer death,' Naci
ketas answered. Yama explained again to him the 
Naciketa Agni and through that he conquered death. 

But here, the story has been pressed into service~ 
to impart the highest teachings of the Vedanta, 
making Yama, the knower of both the sides of life, 
the proper mouth-piece of the Sruti, and the young 
Brahmacarin Naciketas, untainted by the desires of 
the world and filled with the fervour of faith, the 
proper recipient of those teachings. Arid hereby the 
Sruti has unerringly postulated who should be the 
teacher and who should be the student of the 
Vedanta. 

1 Naciketas said so under the instruction of the voice, 
because such indeed is the curse that befalls a householder 
if a guest remains without meals in his house. 



NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

IN this book Devanagari characters are transliterated 
according to the scheme adopted by the International 
Congress of Orientalists at Athens in 1912 and since 
then generally acknowledged to be the only rational 
and satisfactory one. In it the inconsistency, ir
regularity and redundancy of English spelling are 
ruled out: f, q, w, x and z are not called to use; one 
fixed value is given to each letter. Hence a, e, i and 
g always represent ar, v:, if and rr_ respectively and 
never v:, !{1 ~ and ~ or other values which they have 
in English; t and d are always used for a:. and<;,_ only. 
One tialde, one accent, four macrons and ten dots 
(2 above, 8 below) are used to represent adequately 
and correctly all Sanskrit letters. The letter C alone 
represents =<I.. Since the natural function of h will 
be to make the agho~a gho~a (e.g. kh, ch, th, th, ph, gh, 
jh, gh, db, bh), it would be an anomaly for a scientific 
scheme to use it in combinations like ch and sh for 
giving "f. and If, values ; hence ch here is ~ and sh 
R. ~. The vowel :n is represented by r because ri, 
legitimate for ft only, is out of place, and the singular 
ri is an altogether objectionable distortion. The 
tia/de over n represents ~ ... ii. Accent mark over s 
gives ;;J., s ; dots above m and n give anusvara (-=-) 
m, and~, Ii, respectively. Dots below h and r give 
(:) ]]., and :n, f, respectively. Dots below s, n, t and 
d give their corresponding cerebrals If,, OJ., i!._, and G"_, 

~. J.l, t and 9 ; and macrons over a, i, u and r give an, 
~. a;, ~. a, i, U, 1 respectively. Macrons are not used 
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to lengthen the quantity of e and o, because they 
always have the long quantity in Sanskrit. Sans~rit 
words ~re capitalized only where special distinctive
ness is called for, as in the opening of a sentence, 
title of books, etc. The scheme of transliteration in 
full is as follows : 

af a, an a, ~ i, ~ i, <l' U, ;,; U, '!!\ r, ~ f, 1:1; e, aft O, 

It· ai, afT au, ...:... rh, : h, <Q. k, ~ kh, lJ. g, ~ gh, ~ il, "l_ c, 
~ ch, ;;_r_ j, ~ jh, OT, fi, ~ t, ~ th, <;. c)., ~ c}.h, ~ 1}, cr. t, 
~ th, <;._ d, "'l. db, "I_ n, 'l. p, lil:. ph, ~ b, ~ bh, ~ m, 
~ y, \ r, ~ ... 1, 'I, v, ~ s, 1:£.. ~. B", s, ~ h. 



ll;p~~ll 

PEACE INVOCATION 

tr{ together en us both 3f<fg may (He) protect. tfif 

together en us both !F~ may nourish. tl'{ . together 
efi~ with great energy ~( may work. en of 
us both ar4'htq_ study ~ vigorous am.J may be. m 
not fclal may bate each other. 3D Om ~rf.:o: 

Peace : ~.-a: Peace : m<'ti: Peace. 

May He protect us 1 both. May He nourish 
us both. May we both work together with 
great energy. May our study be thorough and 
fruitful. May we never hate each other. 

Om Peace : Peace : Peace. 2 

(1 Us both-The preceptor and the disciple. 

~Peace-The repetition of the peace invocation 
thrice is to ward off the three kinds of obstacles to 
study-adhyatmika (bodily), adhibhautika (terres
trial) and adhidaivika (heavenly).] 



KATHOPANI~AD 

~s~: 

FIRST PART 

~~ 

FIRST CHAPTER 

an ~ ( ~ qf~~: Q~4((i w , 
~ t WCM~ijl ~ !Sf 3(IQ' II t " 

if ~ (indeclinables used to call to remembrance 
·some past event) ~= son of Vajasravas (or of 
the Gotra of Vajasravas) ~ desirous (of heavenly 
rewards) €f<l~+( all (his) possessions m gave away. 
-~ his tr (so the story goes) ~: illli Naciketas 
by name ~= son arrtr (lit. was) had. 

1. Vajas'ravasa, 1 desirous of heavenly re
wards, gave away all his possessions (at the 
Vis'vajit2 Sacrifice). He had a son, Naciketas 
by name. 

[1 Vajasravas-literally means a person who has 
attained fame (sravas) for making gift of food (vaja). 
Vajasravasa is the son of Vajasravas. 
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2 ViSvajit-It is a one day {Ekaha) sacrifice in which 
the performer is required to make a gift of all his 
possessions.] 

ij' & ~tnt ~ fU~IJfTij ;ft~+rr;rr~ ~~ts
s~; ms~ II~ II 

~young boy ~being (though) ~ into him 
c:f~ the final gifts ;ft~ (when) were brought 
.m:r reverential faith an~ ~ entered. B": he ~ 
thought. 

2. When the final 1 gifts were being bro
ught (for distribution among the priests), 
Naciketas, though still a boy, was filled with 
S'raddha 2 , and he thought: 

[1 Final Gifts-such as cows. 

2 s'"''·addha-It is a mental attitude constituted 
primarily of sincerity of purpose, humility, reverence 
and firm faith that never wavers in doubt. It is 
explained as 311 fBiCf"l!! rl;:: i.e. strong belief in the real
ity of the teachings of the scriptures. Sraddha is 
considered as one of the basic virtues necessary for 
the development of spiritual life; without it no 
spirituality can be attained. Hence the Sruti tells 
in the beginning that Naciketas has the requisite 
Sraddha that enabled him to go to Yama and get 
instruction on the higher mysteries of spiritual life, 
as described in the sequel.] 
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tihoa:if.T ~~orr ~~~~ ~Afw.sttfr: I 
34~~~ ~HI ~ ~ffimrt~ ~ ~~Rr ~H ~ I ~ II 

tft~: which had finished drinking water W<lQUTT: 

which had finished eating grass ~: which had 
given their milk (and are now too old to yield it any 
more) f.iR~<ll: which are unable to calve any more 
(because of age) ffi: them (i.e. cows of the aforesaid 
nature ~ one who gives tr: he ~ to them 
(worlds) ~ goes; ij those i'rcnr: worlds ~= .', 
joyless <'1m verily. 

3. Joyless, verily, are those worlds to which 
he goes, who gives such cows 1 that have drunk 
their water, eaten their hay, given their milk 
(for the last time) and would calve no more. 

p Cows that have etc.-i.e. old, decrepit, useless 
cows.] 

I 

ij" ~:q ~ q~ ~~ m ~~wm 1 

f[~ft~ q:ijl~ ij ~R ~~ ~r ~lmRr II ~ II 

B': he (Naciketas) ~ unto (his) father ~ {[ 
said: no 0 father, ~ to whom (of the priests) ~ 
me ~ wilt thou give :ffif thus. ftcft~ a second 
time Q:Cf\li+I:. for the third time (3ift! tr: m ~ he said 
to the father). ~ to him &: (so the story goes) (furr 
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father) ~ said: ffi thee ~ unto Death ~ 
I shall give mr thus. 

4. He said to his father: 'Father, to whom 
wilt thou give me?' He repeated thus a second 
and a third time. (Then) the father replied 
(angrily): 'Unto Death I shall give thee!' 

[Seeing the attitude of the father in making 
presents of such useless cows, Naciketas understood 
that he had no mind to fulfil his vows strictly by 
giving away all his possessions at the sacrifice; and 
so he thought that it was his duty as a son to save 
his father from this terrible sin of lying. The vow 
required that his father should give away all his 
possessions, and he being the son-and so a posses
sion of the father-strictly speaking, he should also 
be given away to the priests; hence he wanted to 
press his father indirectly to keep to his vow, and 
he asked to whom he would give him. Here the 
Sraddhii. assumed the form of zealous devotion to 
truth in the mind of Naciketas. 

The father did not reply at first; but when 
Naciketas pressed his question twice and thrice 
persistently, he got angry at the impudence of the 
young boy and replied that he would deliver him 
unto Death-a common way of rebuke, meaning, 
'I shall finish with thee henceforth'.] 

ifF{titfir ~ ~;(titf'l ~~:I 
ffi ~~ tr~tr ~ti' tr~Q' ~f~Rr II ~ II 
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~ of many (sons and disciples) SM+i: first (rank) 
ttflr I hold (lit. I go). ~+!:. among many (again) 
~= midmost t:J:fu I hold. <r+lBI of Yama "R; ~ 
what might be ~ duty or work ~ which ~ by 
me (i.e. by giving me up to Yama) a:r"l to-day ~ 
(the father) will accomplish. 

5. (At this Naciketas thought within him
self:) Of many (of his followers), P am the 
first; of many I am the middlemost 2 (a mid
dling disciple again), (but never have I been 
the worst). (Why then has my father said 
that he would give me to death ?) What work 
ofYama will be accomplished by his gtvmg 
me unto him? 

pI am the first-i.e. foremost in performance of 
filial duties etc. among his relations. 

2 Midd!emost-i.e. in virtue or mental efficiency 
among his disciples.] 

~ (those who came) before <M how ('fW: behaved) 
~ remember. 00 so also am: others (i.e. the 
sages and holy men of the present time) ~ observe. 
~: the mortal ~ corn ll:tf like q-:;x;ffi ripens (and 
falls) 9;il': again ~corn ~Cf like ~ is born. 
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6. Remember how~ the ancients behaved, 
and mark also how 2 others do now. Like 3 

corn the mortal ripens and falls, and like com, 
is born again. 

I 

[The commentator tells us that Naciketas, finding 
no reason as to why his father should desire to give 
him to Yama, came to the conclusion that he must 
have told so in anger. Yet a father's word must not 
be infringed, Naciketas thought; and so he came and 
told his father what is mentioned in this verse, by 
way of an exhortation to him not to swerve from 
truth for the sake of an ephemeral life which is bound 
to decay in course of time, and hence to keep his word 
by actually sending him to Yama. 

1 How the ancients behaved-i.e. how the ancient 
forefathers never abandoned truth at any cost. 

~How others do now-i.e. how the sages and 
saints also of the present age never swerve from 
the path of truth, undeterred by any consideration 
whatsoever. 

8 Like corn etc.-i.e. as corn has its definite time 
of harvest when it ripens, and again the proper seed
time, when it is sown and sprouts and grows, so a 
man goes round the cycle of birth and death. His 
birth signifies death, and death again indicates his 
future birth. Hence death should not be bemoaned, 
or birth hailed. Here is a clear reference to the law 
of Karma and doctrine of reincarnation.] 
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~~~: !f~~~t~m~orr ~~wr. , 
~~ mRI ~~R ~~ q~~~ll \911 

mmut: Brahmal).a a:rfuflr: guest (~ being) ~.lil'FR: 
fire c~ like) ~the houses ~enters into, ffi<l' his 
(the guest's) ~ (with) this~~ peace-offering:¢~ 
(the good householders) do (pacify).· ~! 0 son 
.of Vivasvan (the sun) ~ water ~ bring. 

7. (Naciketas' father, realizing the glory of 
truthfulness, at last sent Naciketas to Yama; 
but Yama was not at home then, so Nacike
tas, in expectation of his arrival, waited for 
three days without food. On Yama's return, 
his wife or followers told him thus:) 

As fire, a Brahmat;ta guest enters the house. 
They (good householders) greet him with this 
peace-offering1 ; (so) 0 Vaivasvata, bring 
water 2 • 

[As fire, if not attended to, may consume the 
whole house, so a Brahmat;~a's indignation destroys 
all the happiness of a householder, if he is not pro
perly received when he c~mes as a guest. 

1 Peace-offering-It has been the custom among 
the Hindus from very ancient times to consider a 
stranger who comes to seek hospitality at a house
holder's door, as a veritable embodiment of God, and 
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to worship him as such. The first thing that a host 
should offer him is water (Padyam) by which he 
should· wash his feet, then a seat (.Asanam), next he 
should worship him with a respectful offering called 
Arghyam, consisting of rice, flower, Durva, water,. 
etc., and then he should be satisfied by food and 
other gifts. (Vide Manusmrti, III. 99-118) 

2 Bring water-i.e. Padyam to wash the feet.] 

m~Tsm'Tij ~ ~ffi' 

~~~"~~' 
~Wl. «_*h ~'fm~ir~ 
~;{~ ;mrn ;rtiRuiT ~ II ~ II 

~= Brahmal}a ar.:r~ without meal ~ whose
~ in house crtrnr stays (~ of that) ~: foolish 
~ of a man amnsrtft&T (amrr and s:rffia:rr) hopes and 
expectations ~ the merit obtained from the 
association with virtuous people ~ the merit 
obtained from speaking good and pleasing words to 
others ~ff (WI:. and ~) merits gained from the 
performance of sacrifices and philanthropic works 
~ (~and ~) children and cattle ~ all-Q;mt 
( ~~) all this ~:ffi is destroyed. 

8. Hopes1 and expectations, the fruit 2 of 
good associations, the merit of sweet and benx
ficial speech, the sacred and the good deeds,. 



FIRST CHAPTER 

and all his children and cattle are destroyed, 
in the case of that foolish man in whose 
house a BrahmalJ.a stays without meal. 

p Hopes and expectations- Saiikaracarya interprets 
amrr (hope) as asking for desirable yet unknown objects 
such as heavenly enjoyment etc., and mftan (expectation} 
as looking forward with a view to obtaining known 
objects such as wealth and other means of worldly 
enjoyments. 

2 Fruit of good associations -Saiikara explains the
original text '~' as ·~~ti't•l:oi ~'· i.e. the merit 
acquired by the association with good people. But the
.Acarya's annotator, Gopalayatindra interprets the
passage of the commentary in a different way. He says 
00 ~ ~ ~fi·<:!lll<:'ll<f: i.e. 'Yoga means meditation 
on God, and whatever merit results from such medita
tion is Sazigata ', but this is apparently a far-fetched 
meaning of both the text and the commentary.] 

q. ~~:n~~t~ 
irs;r~ ~fuN.{~: I 
~~ ~~fur irs~ 

QBltq: srfu st)~ ~~ ~IJflt;( II ~ II 
~ 0 Brahmal}.a arfuf<r: a guest ( fc'f+I:. you ) ~= 

worshipful, ~as ir my ~ in house ftm: three u:ft: nights 
ar.i'*I._ without eating aroffit: thou hast dwelt ~ 
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therefore smr for each (of the three nights) siT"'~._ three 
iRTil:. boons ~ choose. ~ 0 BrahmaQ.a a to thee 
<fJJ: obeisance ~ let there be. i:r to me ~ welfare 
~ let there be. 

(Coming to Naciketas, Yama said:) 

8. 0 Brahmat;ta, as thou, a venerable guest, 
hast dwelt in my house three nights without 
meal, choose therefore (now) three boons for 
that. Obeisance to thee, 0 Brahmat;ta and 
welfare be to me ! 

~~~: WfT(T 1.:NT ~·~
;fur+{~~) ~rfu ~ 1 

~E{~~ ;nill:r~ ~ij 
~ Sfqtllff !1'-lli eft ~ II ~ o ll 

~ 0 Death m: Gautama (i.e. Naciketas' father) 
~~~~tU\"<r4: free from anxiety HJiifl: of cheerful mind 
~ a:rfu towards me ~: anger pacified ~ may be; 
srffitr: having recognized f'kSidf9( sent back by thee ~ me 
~ may welcome; t;ffi'( this ~ of the three 
(boons)~ the first~ the boon~ I choose. 

(Naciketas then said:) 

10. 0 Death, as the first of the three 
boons, I choose that Gautama (my father) be 
cheerful and free from anxiety, and may have 
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his. anger pacified; and that he may recognize 
and welcome me when I shall be sent back 
home by thee. 

~~~ ~~~~ llffin wfhr 
~ "r-..(; 

3TT~l~FfiU~IOfii~~: I 
~ ~r: ~ftrij"( q-'Rf~~-
~ {{~ftr;nwr_ ~~~{C[~ stij'ffif{ ll ~ ~ II 

~:the son of Arul}.a ~: Auddalaki (or the 
adopted son of Uddalaka) ~('(. even before (~ 
towards thee) ~~ as, m:s!ID!: by my command (tMcr 
so) sffi'ttr: will recognize (lit., one who has recognized) 
~ffi shall become. (;;r: he)~ thee ~1('(. from the 
jaws of Death~ released ~~having seen ~: 
free from anger ~*": (in) the nights ~ peacefully 
~ (he) shall sleep. 

(Y ama said :) 

11. By my command, Auddalaki A.runi 
(thy father) will recognize thee, and be again 
towards thee even as he was before. Having 
seen thee released from the jaws of Death, he 
shall be free from anger and sleep peacefully 
in the nights. 

~ ~~ ;{ lPt ~~~r~ 
., ~ ~ ., ~ firilm 1 
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~~ ijf~~~ftr~ 
mtreiil m-~ ~iil•te-t~ "~~ n 

m in heaven ~ world ~ whatsoever ~ fear 
;:r ~ does not exist. tffl there ~ you (Death) (;:r <Sifu 
do not exist), ;:r nor ~ by old age ~ (one) is 
afraid. i3'"4" both ~o:tl"'llti41e hunger and thirst ~ 
having crossed ~: getting beyond sorrow ~ 
in the heaven-world~ (one) rejoices. 

(Naciketas next said:) 

IZ. ln1 heaven there is no fear whatsoever. 
Thou art not there (0 Death), nor is one 
afraid of old age. In that heaven-world (one) 
rejoices, having crossed both hunger and 
thirst, and getting beyond all sorrow. 

pIn heaven etc.-It is believed that the inhabitants 
of heaven, the Devas, have only three stages of life 
(~). viz. birth, childhood and youth ; they have not 
got the other two stages from which man suffers, i.e. 
old age and death; so they are called ~ :, i.e. those 
who have only three stages of life. Moreover, it is 
believed that they never suffer from hunger and thirst, 
because they drink the eternal nectar of the Soma 
world, and all men that go to the Soma heaven or 
Candra-loka, through the performance of certain sacri
fices, become food to these Devas, i.e. are enjoyed 
by them.] 
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~ 0 Death ~: that ~ thou ~ that leads to 
heaven~ fire (the sacrifice)~ knowest; ~that 
(sacrifice) ~ full of faith ~ to me ~ tell 
(instruct). t<~•1~1'hl: those who aim at the attainment 
of heaven (i.e. the performers of sacrifices) ~ the 
immortality (of the Devas) ~attain. ~this {the 
secret of that sacrificial fire) ~by the second~ 
boon ~ I choose. 

13. Thou knowest, 0 Death, that fire 
(sacrifice) which leads to heaven; tell it to me, 
for I am full of faith. (By that) the heaven
seekers1 attain immortality. This I choose 
for my second boon. 

(1 The heaven- seekers attain immortality - Here 
immortality does not imply the absolute immortality 
that the illumined one attains. but it means the long 
life of the Devas who enjoy their positions till the end 
of the Kalpa {one cycle of creation).] 

3l &- iftftfq ~ it FR\'~ 
~~~ffl ~fq~q: 3f~tw:J~ I 
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~~Cfitfil*1~r ~f~ 
f?lfu ~ f.lf~ !X~l~T~ I l t ~ I l 

( ~ I) ~- that leads to heaven a:rfu+r_ the fire 
(sacrifice) ~knowing ~ to the 5!ii<fl"ilr tell, ~ that 
~ verily it from me ~ learn. ~n: 0 Naciketas 
~thou ~ this ~01.-n.?.i<tiii'R<t;. a means to the attain
ment of the eternal heaven ~41 and ~the support 
(of the world) ~~~in the cavity (i.e. in the heart of 
the learned) ~dwelling firf.i;: know. 

(Death replied : ) 

14. I know well the fire, 0 Naciketas, 
which leads to heaven, and I tell it to thee. 
Learn it from me. Know that it is the means 
of attaining the eternal heaven and the 
support 1 of the world, and is dwelling in the 
heart of the learned. r 

[!Support of the world- in the form of Virat, the 
macrocosmic physical life.] 

~~T~ffi' ij~(=tl ~'ij 
~T ~~ ~T~l~ ~~~ tiT 

ij' :qrfq ffi{ 3R'l~~<t q~~-

~~H~ ~: ~W~ ij~: ll ~'~ ll 
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(ll+r: Yama) ~ to him (Naciketas) ("l"'i<t.ifa:;( the 
source of the world ~ that arfWI:. fire (sacrifice) 
i3<I'RI' told: liT: what kind lJTCRiT: how many 'IT and !Wiif: 

bricks, <f4T how (the sacrificial fire is to be lit) 'IT 

and ~:he (Naciketas) =.:r and am also ffiT. that (what 
Yama told) ~as told ~ repeated. ON then 
~: Death am- at this (repetition) ~ (~ being 
pleased gq: again~ even a:rll!: said. 

15. To him Yama explained that fire (sacri
fice) which is the source of the world, and also 
what kind of bricks and how many (of them) 
are required (for the altar) and how (the 
sacrificial fire is to be lit.) And he repeated 
all as it had been told him. Then Death, 
being pleased at this, said again. 

ij~~ mtr~uit l{~~~ 
tit ~~Rr ~fij ~tr: I 

m rflm +rmi~: 
~~ ~~+f~qf ~{lOT II ·~ ~ II 

~ the high-souled (Death) sft<!mUT: well satisfied 
~ him (Naciketas) arncftcr. said: !{{ here ll.CI' even am 
now (!Cf to thee ~: again cwr_ boon iWfir I give; 
~ this arm: fire (sacrifice) (!Cf thy t;<r verily <rrm 
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by name ~ shall be : ~ this 01'Zl '!l(»41+( of various 
hues ~garland :q and ~ accept. 

16. The high-souled (Death), being well 
satisfied, said to him (Naciketas) : I give thee 
now one more boon-(henceforward) this fire 
(sacrifice) shall be named after thee; and 
accept also this garland 1 of various hues. 

[ 1 Garland of various hues~ ~ may also 
mean, according to Sankaracarya, 'the Path of Karma 
{sacrifices etc.)' that leads to various good results. 
Then the last line of the verse would imply that 
Yama taught Naciketas another secret of ritual lead
ing to some other good results.] 

~~~m~ij'~ 

~~~~~~~' 
~m::t~ ~~ Mfa> <=ttl 

f.l•;:util+tf ijtfioij+t~~rij~f{f II t \9 II 

AA: with the three ~ union (for instruction) 
~ having attained R!u11 R:iem: one who has thrice 
performed the Naciketa rites ~ one who has 
done his three duties ~ birth and death ~ 
crosses ; ~ worshipful ~ born of Brahman 
and omniscient ~ the resplendent ~~ having 
learnt ~ realizing ~ this ~ the supreme 
~ peace u:ffi attains. 
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17. He who 1 has thrice performed the 
Naciketa fire-sacrifice, and has been united 2 

with the three (for instruction), and also has 
done his three 3 kinds of duties, overcomes 
birth and death; and having learnt and realized 
that worshipful. and omniscient resplendent 
one (Agni) born of Brahman, he attains the 
supreme peace. 

. [ 1 Who has thrice performed etc. fS!uu Riinct: of the 
text, may also mean ' one who has heard, studied and 
performed the Nacike~a sacrifice '. 

2 United with the three-i.e. one who has been 
duly instructed by father, mother and preceptor, or 
by the. Vedas, Smrtis (religious books besides the 
Vedas) and virtuous men; or one who has acquired 
knowledge from the three Pramli.Qas {sources of right 
knowledge), viz.-Perception ( 5!(ll"'~), Inference 
( dliiil<rt+() and the Scriptures (~:). 

8 Three kinds of duties-i.e. the study of the Vedas, 
the performance of sacrifices, and giving alms.] 

t5rurTmij~ttit(tt fcr~ 
~ ~ fend~ ;rr~~ I 

ij' ~ijFf. ~~: !luTRr 
~cnrRtiit ~~ ~it~ II ~~ II 

~ : he P-Juu M"iR! : who has thrice performed the 
Naciketa sacrifice f~ the knower ~ these Sf<!+( 

2 
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three ~ knowing ., 1 ~"ifict<( the Naciketa fire 
(sacrifice) ~ thus ~ performs ~= he ~: before 
(death) W",341~111_ the chains of death ~ destroying 
~: transcending grief ~ in the heaven
world m enjoys. 

18. The wise man, who has done the Naci
keta rite three times, performs it having 1 

known the three. He, having destroyed the 
chains2 of death before the fall of the body 
itself, enjoys in the heaven-world 3 transcend
ing grief. 

[ 1 Having known the three-i.e. what kinds of bricks 
are required for the altar of the sacrifice, how many 
bricks and how the fire of the sacrifice is to be lighted. 

2chains of death-in the form of vice, avarice, 
attachment, ignorance, hatred, etc. 

'Heaven•world-i.e. he enjoys the bliss of the univer
sal life, having realized Virat in his own self. It is a 
particular plane of conscious life, hence it is called 
Loka.] 

~ ijsfir;{R~: ~ 

trq~ OOft~ ~or 1 

~ m w.r~<{~cr ~;rr«-
~ tit ;rR~ijr ~~:f II ~ ~ II 
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.,~: 0 Naciketas ~: this ij- thy m: which 
1eads to heaven arm: the fire (sacrifice) ~ which 
fufFR by the second ;f{ur boon ~ : you chose. 
;;r.:rrn: people ~ this ~ fire (sacrifice) trcr r;;.J thy 
alone (if!ID by name) ~ will call. ~: 0 
Naciketas ((~ now) ~ the third ~ boon ~ 
.choose. 

19. This is thy1 fire, 0 Naciketas, which 
leads to heaven, and which thou hast chosen 
as thy second boon. People will call this 
fire after thy name alone. Now choose, 0 
.Naciketas, thy third boon. 

( 1Thy fire- i.e. the fire-sacrifice that has been just 
told by Yama to Naciketas.] 

~r.a-AA~~
s~~ifi itl4+t«ftf6" ~ I 
~ felt~l+t~f?affuct4t{ 

ci(IUIIiN Cf((id'P:r: II ~ 0 II 

~ in man ~ being dead liT what ~ this 
f.lfqf.tif€11 doubt--tf.n some ~ exists mr thus (arJ3: 
say) ~ some a:r<f+I:, this ., ~ does not exist :ffir 
thus :q again (arJ3: say)~ by thee ~: being 
taught ~ this ~ ~ I should like to know. ~ : 
this ~ of the boons ~ : the third <R: : boon. 
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( N aciketas said : ) 
20. When man dies there is this doubt: 

some say, 'He e·xists'; some again, 'He does 
not.' This I should like to know, being taught 
by thee. This is the third of my boons. 

[Naciketas. here wants to know if there is any real 
entity called soul that survives even bodily death. the 
popular notion on this point being divided.] 

~mftf firfiffii~ -~, 
;( ft: UZI~+t~'(tt ~: I 
~ « ;r~ifidt i~ 

~~ ~cm~h~ ~~~~~II~~ II 
~~: by the Devas arf4 even ar:r on this (point) ~ 

before f~Rf.lik~ doubted, f{ because (WJ:. this) ;:r 
not ~ easy to understand ; tDl : this "Pi : subject 
~: subtle. iff~: 0 Naciketas ~ other (than 
this) iR<\ boon '!11fit~ choose; +rr me +rr do not ~: 
entreat; m me ~ this (boon) ~ release. 

(Death said : ) 
21. On this point even the gods had doubted 

before. Very subtle is the subject and hard 
indeed to be comprehended. Choose, there
fore, 0 Naciketas, some other boon. Entreat 
me not for this boon,-release me from that 
obligation. 
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~ftr P-fR~~ ~ 
~ ~ 3l~ ~ tWq~T~ I ' 

~~ ~ ~t!lw-tfr ;r ~·~ 
wtT~ ~q ~ tfi~({ II ~ ~ II 

a:r"l' on this subject~: the go<;ls a;fq even fC!f?q l%fffitffl;. 
doubted ~ indeed, ~ 0 Death ~ which :q and ~ 
thou ;r not ~ easy to understand anN sayest ; 
~ like thee ~: another ~ of this (subject) ifmT 

teacher :q and ;r not ~: to be got, (am: therefore} 
~ of this (boon) ~= equal ~= other cnf~ any 
~= boon ;r not (arfffi is). 

(Naciketas said:) 

22. Even the gods had doubted here in
deed, and thou also sayest, 0 Death, that 
it is not easy to understand; and of this 1 

subject no other teacher like thee can be 
found ; so I deem surely no other boon equal 
to this. 

[ 1 This subject etc.-Yama being the God of death 
and prime controller of human destiny hereafter, who 
can be a better instructor of the after death condition 
of man than he? The story apart, death indeed holds 
the secret of life; when tapped judiciously it never 
fails to reveal the truth of the transcendental Self. 
Meditation on death helps us to realize most forcibly 
the ephemerality of the physical life and its absolute 

"'"""'~··'~ 

~fit OF ~D-rt';A1 -~ 7#;,\\\ ,-....-~ . t, ~r> 
/ '~") __ ..-- ·-._ ...... ~' . 

f ' f - ~ ~ •.'/1 ' ' ~ r oO v · '~"'"~:' ,- Ace. No.J .......• ~ '\ cP \ 
, -I )-1 

~ ~ ~ - . ---- - • c:= . 
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distinction from the permanent element of conscious
ness that constitutes our real being. Moreover, even 
from the very beginning of human history, the idea of 
death has ever been one of the strongest motive-powers 
of religion and the religious life. So reflection on death 
is specially enjoined on a Mumuk~u (one desiring final 
release from birth and death) in order to evoke in him 
strong dispassion (Vairagya) for worldly things.] 

~R11~'f: ~r~;r_ ~aftw.r 
iJR ~ {Mm1nf'f~t-r_ I 

~46:~1ttdZt ~ 
m :q ~')q ~) ~tr~ffi II ~~ It 

~: of hundred years duration of life ~~. 
sons and grandsons '!'1ftli<f choose ; ~ many ~ 
cattle ~~:fRift<o<l~ elephants and gold ar~ horses ~: 
on earth ~~ vast ~ territory (kingdom) '!Uf\t<i 
choose; ~ yourself :;::r and ~ as long ~: 
years (;:ftfi'@+l:. to live) ~ desirest (m<m:. so long) 
;:ilii live. 

( Death said : ) 

23. Choose sons and grandsons who will 
live a hundred years, herds of cattle, elephants, 
horses and gold ; choose a vast territory on 
earth, and live thyself as many years as 
thou desirest. 



FIRST CHAPTER 

~ij~~4 ~~ ~~ qt 

'[uft~:r ~ ROOR~ ~ I 

if~+{~ wtRta~2t~N 
tliT~ ~~ tlil'M~ ~~ II ~ ~ II 

23 

~ if v:na:.~ equal to this w:r_ (other) boons 
~ thou thinkest-(<r4T as) ~ wealth fT..<-:1) f.lifir'( 
long life T.f and <J.1lfrcq ask. ~ : 0 Naciketas 
~T on the wide earth (kingdom) ~ thou (~ 
king) v:f\1 be. ~thee~ of (all) desires~ 
enjoyer ifinPt I shall make. 

24. Ask for some other boon that thou 
thinkest equal to this, (such as) wealth and 
long life. 0 Naciketas, be (a king) of the 
wide earth. I shall make thee the enjoyer of 
all desires. 

~ ~ tiiT'fr ~ 'i~~J)~ 
~ tfi~qf~a-: SI"I~W I 

(' 

~ijf ~'"': ~00: ~([~ 

;r ~~~ ~~ +1~~: I 
31Tillll~nr: qfffi~ 

wtM~ffi ~ut il~maft: H ~ ~ ll 
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~ ~ whatever ifiTllT: objects of desire ~ in the 
mortal world ~.n: difficult to get (rnrJ:. those) ~ 
all ~ objects of desire ~: according to thy 
choice mm ask for; 00 : these ffi:"4T : with chariots 
~: with musical instruments \T+IT: fair damsels, 
{t-:,.11: such (damsels) ~: by men ., ftr not indeed 
~<IT : obtainable, ~: given by me ~: by 
these (maidens) qft~ be attended on. ~: 
0 Naciketas ~ (about) death +rr do not ~qft: 
request again. 

25. Whatever objects of desire are difficult 
to get in this world of the mortals, do thou ask 
for them all according to thy choice. These 
fair damsels along with chariots and musical 
instruments-such indeed are not obtainable 
by men-be thou attended on by them whom 
I bestow upon thee. But ask not again any
thing about death. 

~- ~ ~ 
~I+U~ ¥f.;:t4~f4 tff\ordth~H( 

ij"ct~t4tiJit ~Rf ~: I 
~~it~m 

ij~ ~{lWei ~~ ll ~ ~ ll 

~ 0 Death (~: ~: the enjoyments enu
merated by thee) ~: ephemeral (lit. which are 
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uncertain in their existence even till tomorrow); 
(fe!iiij' moreover) +Rl~ of the mortal ~f.=::_"!IUII~ of all 
the senses ~what ?r-i : vigour t(ffi'( this ~ wear 
out; arftr also ffi'~ all ;;ftf<ia+J::. life ~ short llii verily. 
Cl9 Thy i'ilm: horses ~ (~ and ~) dance 
and song ffl t;'l' for thyself (ftrn<:g let be). 

( N aciketas said : ) 

26. All 1 these are most transient, 0 Death. 
They wear out the vigour of all the senses of 
man. And the whole span of life is but short. 
So keep thy horses, dance and song for thyself. 

[ 1All these are most transient-Creation is change. 
so there is no created object that is eternal. although 
the duration of one object may be longer than that 
of another. The span of man's life might be greater 
than that of many animals, the life of the Gods 
might be longer than man's, and the life of Brahma 
which makes the cycle of manifested creation, the 
Kalpa, might be deemed as the longest; but the 
countable years of these finite lives dwindle into 
insignificant moments, when they are compared with 
the infinity of time, and much more so when viewed 
from the standpoint of that Absolute Life which 
transcends even time. This, Absolute Life is the 
Immortality, Amrtatvam, for which man consciously 
or unconsciously thirsts. So it is but natural for 

• Naciketas who wants to realize the reality of Being, 
which is beyond death and all possibilities of mortal 
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changes, to reject all finite life as transitory, however 
grand they may appear.] 

;{~~oft~~ 
~T'I~ ~~~+I ~ I 

\l(~ fclticu~ tn~futitfm ~ 
~ it et(U0f4: ~ ~ II ~"' ll 

~ : man ~ with wealth ;r not ~~: satisfied. 
( ~ we) ffi thee ~ have seen ~ if, f~ 
wealth -~ (we) shall get. (~ t:J:'{ so also) ~ 
so long ~ thou ~ rulest .:~"lf.tC<JI'i: (we) shall 
live. ~ : that g; but '« : boon u;c{ alone i:t my ~Rllit~: 
is to be chosen. 

27. Man never gets satisfied with wealth. 
(Moreover) when 1 we have seen thee, we shall 
surely get wealth, and we shall live as long as 
thou rulest. But that2 boon alone is to be 
chosen by me. 

[ 1 When we have seen thee etc.-Naciketas means 
that when he has such good fortune as to be graced 
by the sight of God Yama, he can by no means suffer 
for want of wealth thereafter. Moreover, he cannot 
die so long as Yama rules, as he has been favoured 
with the knowledge of the fire-sacrifice by Yama 
himself. So he hints that it is redundant for him 
to ask for long life and wealth. He is sure to 
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get them under the circumstances, if he would so 
wish it. 

2 That boon-i.e. the boon that Naciketas should 
be instructed about the existence of man after death.] 

~~ the imperishable ~ the immortal 
ones (B<nl~ presence) iiWi having reached, (~: 
~~ m~ ~ the more worthy objects to be 
received from them) ~ knowing, Efi'tl:~: existing 
on the earth down below ;:fl~ being perishable Cfi : 

who ~if: the mortal ( arftr :q moreover) ctD"i(RtS!l1lC::I'l>. 
(<M:, Uii:, ~:) the enjoyment of dancing and singing 
\31fuc.<rr4'I,_ having scrutinized, ~Ef very long mfiffl 
in living (i.e. life) ~(can) exult? 

28. Having reached the imperishable, im
mortal ones, what mortal, being perishable 
himself, and knowing (the more worthy boons 
to be received from them), can exult 1 in living 
very long, after2 scrutinizing the enjoyments 
of dancing and singing? 

This verse and the preceding two clearly testify 
how deeply Naciketas was convinced of the utter 
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meanness of all sense-pleaures, and the fleeting 
nature of life, even though it might be extended 
more than the normal span of man's longevity. He 
thinks it is impossible for a sane man realizing his 
own mortal nature, to ask for ephemeral worldly 
enjoyments from the immortal gods. He should ask 
for nothing short of what would make him immortal. 
This eager hankering of his for the attainment of 
immortality truly speaks of his yearning for the 
higher life. 

1 Exult in living very long-Because, however long 
may be the duration of life, still it must come to an end 
through the same law by which it had its birth. There 
is no life eternal except in the Atman. 

2 After scrutinizing etc.-i.e. having realized that 
such sense_-pleasures are mere sensations and short
lived and as such, are utterly unable to save man from 
the clutches of decay and death.] 

~f~ Fl'f+.llii«l~~ ~~ 
~ {{f+q (lit l{{fij i!ft: ~ i 

~~ ero- ~'GsrAit 
;rt;<f ij~li~Mtbat ~oM' II ~ <?.. II 

~ 0 Death ~ in which ~ supreme ~ 
life after death ~ what ~ this fciRI f.ti«J f.:d (they) 
doubt, or: to us ffi'l. that ~ tell. ~= that ~ this 
~mysterious (incomprehensible)~: has entered 
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(pertaining to) <R: boon (~ there is), ~: 
Naciketas ~ than that ~ other ;:r i[O"ffit does 
not choose. 

29. Tell me, 0 Death, about that supreme 
Life after death, regarding which they have 
doubt. Naciketas does not choose any boon 
other than that incomprehensible one. 

[As it has been said in the Introduction, the real 
Upani~ad or Pariividyii begins from the second 
chapter of this book, which constitutes Yama's 
sacred discourse on the Supreme Principle of Life. 
Naciketas wants to know about this Supx:eme Prin
ciple by this third boon. But the subject being 
highly transcendental, its right comprehension de
mands a highly trained, pure and developed mind. So, 
it is generally believed that none can properly compre
hend the .Atmavidyii, unless he has the requisite 
qualifications, i.e. the Siidhanacatu~taya, which are 
( 1) RIM I Rlf'l'iffi~: discrimination of the eternal from 
the transitory, (2) ~crorr: dispassion for all 
enjoyments here and hereafter, (3) ':{ll'li!JliR4<!:.Cflt1+"4Rl:, 

the six ethical virtues, viz. restraint of the mind, 
control of the external organs, cessation of the 
restrained external organs from the pursuit of objects, 
endurance, placidity of mind and faith, (4) and lastly 
mr~ desire for final liberation from the trammels of 
Nature. Hence Yama first tests Naciketas with so 
many temptations that he may prove his fitness to 
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receive the Paravidya he asked for. The Sruti has 
beautifully descrided by implications in verses 22 and 
26-29 that Naciketas has all the above-mentioned 
requisite qualifications of a true aspirant, and thereby 
it has indirectly testified to the fact that none is 
capable of receiving properly this instruction of 
.Atmavidya unless one be like Naciketas. This 
Upani§ad-vidya does not consist in mere metaphysical 
disquisition, but in the right intuitive perception of the 
Truth, and this would be impossible unless the mind is 
perfectly purged of all its impurities in the form of 
desire (Cfillf:) and attachment (amrftri:) for sense-enjoy
ments. This the Sruti itself will tell later on in a more 
distinct and emphatic tone.] 



SECOND CHAPTER 

3f.-tf~~tfls~ W:r-
~ ~ ;n;rt~ ~ f~ij': I 

~: ~ 3TTW;J~ 

~ ~ ~s~~ \1 Wit tiJffflll ~ II 

~ different ~: the good (beneficial) :a(f and 
~ different 1Zq' indeed Stli: pleasant. ~ they ;rif 
both ;norr4 of different requisitions (~ being) ~ 
man ftr.:fm: bind. <:FIT: Of these two ~: the good 
atr~.'!.f<i1t4 of him who accepts (follows), ~good~ 
becomes; a" and(~: he)~ from the goal it~ falls 
away li: who Stli: the pleasant CJ:Uffit chooses. 

1. One thing is the good 1 and (quite) diff
ferent indeed is the pleasant 2 ; having been 
of differenP requisitions, they4 both bind the 
Puru~a. Good befalls him who follows the 
good, but loses he the goal, 5 who chooses the 
pleasant. 

P The good-i.e. the Supreme Truth, the know
ledge of which brings salvation to man. 
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2 The pleasant-the sense-pleasures. 

8 Of different requisitions-i.e. each leads its votaries 
to a different goal. 

4 They both bind the Puru~a-The Puru~a. or A.tman, 
is perfect by himself. He never becomes the agent of 
any action. Yet through the illusion of ignorance he 
conceives himself limited and conditioned by wants. 
So by the same illusion again he feels himself as if 
acting for a certain end, be it for sense-pleasure or 
final emancipation. Hence from the standpoint of the 
absolute A.tman, both the desires of sense-pleasure 
and emancipation are bandages, although the latter 
ultimately relieves him of his delusion, The ·A.tman is 
ever free-he never was, nor is, nor will be, bound. So 
any attempt on his part to set himself free is nothing 
but delusion and bondage. Yet desire for emancipation 
is absolutely necessary for the ordinary deluded soul. 
This desire negates itself finally, dispelling the nescience 
of life. 

5 The goal-The supreme bliss in the ultimate 
deliverance of the soul from bandages of life.] 

"' "' ~ ~q~ wr~ +~atR:t a-
w ~~~q ~~ m-~: , 
~ re: ~rus~~ ~ll'fr~ 

ir:IT ff;:~ ~rcij'JT~ ~ufm II ~ II 

~: the good :;:r and ~~: the pleasant '9 and ~ 
man V:O: approach. lfu:: the wise m those two ~ 
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exammmg from all sides (lit. goi'ng round) fqf9;:rfu; 

discriminates. If!~: the wise man ft yea i'rcffi: to the 
pleasant W:!: the good a,~rn prefers ; ~= the fool 
ci'FT~ (ci'FT: the acquirement of the unobtained, and 
~: the preservation of the obtained) through avarice 
and attachment '?rl: the pleasant ¥ffi; chooses. 

2. Both 1 the good and the pleasant ap
proach man ; the wise one discriminates the 
two having examined them well. Yea, the 
wise man prefers the good to the pleasant, but 
the fool chooses the pleasant, through avarice 
and attachment. 

[I Both the good etc.-The path of knowledge and 
the path of pleasure are ever laid before man, and 
he is also given the option to choose the one or the 
other. The wise one knows that the former leads to 
the eternal bliss of the Atman and freedom, and the 
latter to ephemeral sense-enjoyments and bondage ; 
hence he prefers the former to the latter.] 

~ ~ct fwnor_ fir~t~ tfit~
;JfW:~rf.l ;JRtfflS~ijT: I 

~t~~fq~~m-
1.Wlf ~Rr if~tlr iG~~:n: II ~ II 

~\1: 0 Naciketas ~= ~thou f~ beloved f?rl
~ the pleasant in appearance ~ and ~ desir-

3 
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able objects (pleasures) ~ having pondered 
~w,.ft: renounced. f~ of wealth ~ this ~ 
the path (or garland) ~ aroH: has not attained, ~ 
in which <f@: many ~: men ~ sink. 

3. So 1 thou, 0 Naciketas, hast renounced 
all those pleasurable2 objects of love and 
those:> pleasant in appearance, having ponde
red over them well. Thou hast not gone into 
this 4 path of wealth in which many men perish. 

['So thou-i.e. even though tempted by me. 

~Pleasurable objects of love-i.e. 'sons and grand
sons' etc. 

8 Those pleasant in appearance-i.e. 'the fair damsels 
with chariots and musical instruments ' etc. 

4 This path of wealth-i.e. the path in which the 
worldly people strive for mundane wealth. The 
worldly-minded consider such wealth as the highest. 
Naciketas was about to be made rich in those earthly 
pleasures which he so wisely rejected.] 

~itij- fcrtR'fij ~r 
3T~T ~ :qo femfij ~ I 

f.rm+ftftij;{ ;{m~ ~ 
;r ~ CfiTijl if~Sif~q;:cr ll ~ ll 

m what :q and '31~m ignorance fcrm knowledge ~ 
(=<f m) thus ~ is known, ~ these ~ wide ~q(ffi 
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apart fii~ leading to different ends. "'f-<lif>;Rl~ Naci
ketas "f.r~ desirous of knowledge ~ I con
sider. ("ffi': because) il'l'[<f: many CfilliT: desirable objects 
ffi thee <1 ~ did not shake. 

4. Wide 1 apart and leading to different 
ends are these two : Ignorance and what is 
known as Knowledge. I consider Naciketas 
an aspirant of Knowledge, because much 
prospect of pleasure did not shake him. 

[ 1 Wide apart etc.-Ignorance, i.e. the course of the 
pleasant, leads ultimately to misery and bondage; 
whereas Knowledge, the path of the good, takes man 

· to freedom and beatitude. Here the path of pleasure 
has been denoted by Ignorance as it based on the 
false conception of the Self.] 

~r.rm~m qij+rr;~t: 
~;pt ~u: qfUR'f~~U;Jt: I 

f{~qll(UfT: qR:~R ~~~ 
~~ ;fr:r'fl;JT ~~~;:~r: II ~ II 

aj M;;,ji<JI~ in ignorance ar;:ffi: in the midst cffi+rr.'IT: 
existing ~ themselves \ilu: wise qf~I'!T<IT: 
fancying themselves as learned scholars, ~~r: 
staggering to and fro ~: fools qf~ go round and 
round, <!'<IT as ar.='tl by the blind t;cJ verily ~: led 
ar.=<rr: blind men. 
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5. Fools, dwelling in the very midst of 
ignorance yet vainly fancying themselves to 
be wise and learned, go 1 round and round 
staggering 2 to and fro, like blind men led by 
the blind. 

p Go round and round-i.e. they have no emancipa
tion from the bondage of life; they have to undergo 
ever so many cycles of births and deaths. 

~ Staggering to and fro-i.e. they shake like a broken 
reed buffeted by the miseries of life.) 

;r (11+tHlt4: SfRrluffl ifl~ 
~¥4ltt~ M"'(lijl(;t ~ I 

3lir ~ wnfuf ~ ~m l{l;ft 
Ff: ~Wi~:i:l¥ilqttij it ll ~ II 

~= the hereafter, ( or the spiritul means of 
attaining glorious life after death ) 19~sii~"l by the 
delusion of wealth ~ befooled, deluded ~1'40{1S( 

careless ~ to the child <r mil<1Tfu never appears. 
~ this it<n: the world (~ is) tR: other <r ar~ 
does not exist ~ thus sn;:ft he who thinks ~: ~: 
again and again it my (i.e. Death's) ~ control 
~ falls into. 

6. To the careless 1 child, befooled by the 
delusion of wealth, the path of the hereafter 
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never appears. ' This is the only world and 
there is no other '-he who thinks thus falls 2 

into my control again and again. 

[Naciketas, while asking for the third boon, stated 
that some held that there was life after death, and 
others that there was none. So here in the fifth 
and sixth verses Yama describes the nature and fate 
of those who deny the hereafter. 

1 Careless child-The ignorant, foolish people. 

2 Falls into my control-i.e. they are born again 
and again to die.] 

W-{Off~fir il!f~ ;r ~<r: 
SI!~Sfq if~ 1:[ ;r ~: I 

m~ ~ ~s~ ~ss
~1 ~QI fAI~Idftm: II \9 II 

or: who (the Atman) ~: by many ~ to be 
heard of arftl' even ;r ~= is not available; ~: many 
~= having heard orftr even ~ whom ;r fcJg: cannot 
know; ( a:r8i its) iRfiT the teacher m~~: wonderful, 
~ its ~ the recipient (the pupil) ~~: clever, 
:JI~I<illtlf?i:lf!: taught by the able preceptor ~ the 
knower an~: wonderful. 

7. Even to hear of it is not available to 
many; many, even having heard of it, cannot 
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comprehend. Wonderful 1 is its teacher, and 
(equally) 2 clever the pupil. Wonderful indeed 
is he who comprehends it when taught by an 
able preceptor. 

(1 Wonderful is its teacher-The rarest man in the 
society is the Atmajfianin, (knower of the Self) and 
his power and nature are indeed wonderful. He is 
the 'salt of the earth'. 

2 (Equally) clever the pupil-The proper recipient 
of the instruction about Atman is also very rare, as 
he is far above the ordinary run of humanity. The 
requisite qualifications of Sadhanacatu~taya (vide notes 
on verse I, 29) alone could make one a fit student of 
A tmajfiana.] 

Wi ~urrtRul fi ~ 
t!~ ~ ~t;fiiTWI: I 

3T;{rt.f~ ~(Sf ;{~-

ur'T~ iiH1ilf~'fWJ'iTUfT~ ll ~ ll 

p;q: this (Atman) ~ inferior iRuT by man ~= 
told (instructed) ;r ~: not well comprehended 
(~ becomes), (~ tJ;q: ~: because by many 
this) ~err variously Rl"'f'4¥il"1: thought of ( ~ be
comes) ; ~~ unless taught by another (i.e. 
superior teacher ) or:!' to it rrftr: way ;r arlRI there is 
not. ft because ( t~;!f: it) at!jl'l¥!1°110: than the subtlest 
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~ subtler (arlit '<!' and also ) ~ beyond 
arguments. 

8. This (..Atman) can never be well compre
hended, if taught by an inferior1 person, even 2 

though often pondered upon. Unless 3 it is 
taught by another, there is no (other) way to it. 
Subtler than .the subtlest, it is unarguable4 • 

[ 1 Inferior person-i.e. one who has not realized 
the Atman. 

2 Even though often pondered upon-Sri Saiikara 
cii.rya takes the text to mean-' Because it is thought 
of variously as "existent". "non-existent", "agent", 
'' non-agent". " pure ". " impure ", etc. • 

3 U1~less it is taught etc.-Sri Sankara gives various 
interpretations to this passage, as-' If it is taught 
by one who is identified with the Self, then there is 
no uncertainty.' Or. 'If it has been taught as identi
cal with ourselves. then there is no perception of 
anything else' or, 'then there is no re-birth.' Or, 
'If it has been taught by one who is identified with 
it, then there is no failure in understanding.' 

• Unarguable-because it is transcendental.] 

~ ~or ltffiT~ 
3fi:mt~~ ij~~ttr Sm I 

qt ~q-: ~mijrft.r 

~~ ;IT ~~mij': ~t " ~ n 
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Sri!" 0 dearest, t<f+\, thou ~ which (knowledge) 
am: hast got '-':liT this +rftr: knowledge (idea about the 
Atman) ~ by (mere) argumentation ., ~ not 
attainable ( ~fu is). ~ by other li'rmr told 
{taught) ~ easy of comprehension '-':'l' indeed 
(~ beomes). ~~: 0 Naciketas, ~: of true 
resolve (or steadfast in truth) ;a:rfu (thou) art om 
indeed. <f: ours ~91"-'ti, like thee mrr enquirer ~ 
may there be. 

9. This 1 knowledge, which thou hast ob
tained, is not attained by mere argumentation; 
it becomes easy of comprehension indeed, 0 
dearest, when taught by another. Thou art 
of true resolve indeed. May we get. enquirers 
like thee! 

[Knowledge means the awakening of our conscious
ness to the comprehension of the realities- either sub
jective or objective. But our conceptual, knowledge is 
based on the perceptual, which again is determined by 
the contact of the senses with their objects. Hence 
for all kinds of non-spiritual knowledge, non-spiritual 
suggestions are absolutely necessary. The law is 
applicable also to spiritual knowledge, though in this 
case the suggestions and impulse come from another 
soul. Unless one's consciousness is quickened by 
the spiritual impulse coming from another awakened 
soul, it is almost, if not absolutely, impossible to 
attain the spiritual realization to the fullest extent. 
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1 This knowledge is not etc.-The consciousness of 
the Atman is a matter of intuitional perception 
(~~:) and as such, any amount of mere ratio
cination _cannot help to comprehend it. It is more 
to be felt than to be reasoned.) 

$1Tl=~t ~~f~~ 
;r ~~: !lfu.ffi ft ~ ffil: I 

ijat lPlT ;nmij~sRr-

U';rt:~~o1t: m~;r~ ~II ~ o II 

m: treasure ~ transient mr that ~ ~ 
I know, ft for ~ tre:. the eternal ~: by the non
eternal c:r not ft: verily ~ is attained. mr: yet 
(hence) ~ by me ~: transient ~: by objects 
~: aJfu: Naciketa fire f.m: has been performed 
(lit. laid). (aor by that) ~ the eternal ~ arfqr 
I have attained. 

10. I know that (all) treasure 1 is transient; 
for verily the Eternal 2 is never attained by 3 

the non-eternal; yet by me has been perfor
med the Naciketa fire with the transient 
objects, and (through that) have4 I attained 
the eternal. 

[The exact significance of the second half of the 
verse seems to be a little obscure. It is hard to 
make out the right force of the word mr: in the 
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beginning of the sentence, although it has been 
explained by the commentator as ' ~ ;rliT ~ 

m e! Me<!~ 1~: ~ ~ m' (Therefore, i.e. even 
knowing that . the permanent can never be attained 
by any means of impermanent nature); but this inter
pretation seems to be a little forced one, for, as such 
the second half becomes self-condemnatory and redun
dant. Moreover Yama only creates more confusion 
in Naciketas ' mind by using the words !ziO! and m in 
different senses, though they are almost synonymous. 
The commentator .Anandajfiana suggests-a suggestion 
which is fully corroborated by the next verse-that 
here Yama eulogizes Naciketas, meaning that even he 
(Yama), though fully aware of the ephemeral nature of 
Karma and its results, performed the Naciketa fire
sacrifice to attain the Yama state, but Naciketas with
stood all such temptations. So Naciketas is even 
superior to Yama. 

Some scholars have taken the verse to be the words 
of Naciketas. They translate the second half thus; 
'Hence the Naciketa fire has been laid by me (first); 
then by means of transient things, I have obtained 
what is not transient (the teaching of Yama).' But this 
is not correct, as it would be a mis-statement of facts. 
We have seen that Naciketas has, never performed till 
now the Naciketa sacrifice, he has only been instructed 
about it. Then how can he say, 'Hence the Naciketa 

fire has been laid by me ' ? 
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Treasure-Good Karma born of good deeds. 

2 The Eternal-The .Atman. 

43 

8 By the non-eternal~By Karma which is imper
manent in its very nature. 

• Have I attained the eternal-According to the 
commentators, here 'the eternal ' does not refer to 
the absolute state of the .Atman, but means only the 
position of Yama which may be called as relatively 
eternal, in comparison with the earthly life. 
Cf. I, 14, 17, 18.] 

~Cfii'T'II+t~~ttrrrlfff \lfiRf: ~mm 

~~~"tf'l'l~ qt~ I 
w4 +{~~rrt1:f ~ w 

" a 

~ ~ rrRt?h«t~~aft: II ~ ~ II 

~Cf: 0 Naciketas, ~ of desires ~ the 
consummate fulfilment, ;;jl'ffi': of the universe 51'fu!n+l:. 
the stay; >iiffi": of the rites ~ the eternal fruit, 
~ of the freedom from fear ~ the shore, ~ 
the adorable ~ great, ~ the wide resort, ~ 
the basis (of life)~ having seen '<fu:: (being) intelligent 
(~ thou) ~ with firm resolve ( i'Kf. that) ~: 
hast rejected. 

11. The consummate fulfilment of all 
desires, 1 the stay of the universe, the endless 
fruit of all the rites, the bourn of freedom 
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from fear, the most adorable and great, the 
exalted resort, the basis of life,-even 2 having 
seen that, thou, being intelligent, 0 Naci
ketas, hast rejected it with firm resolve. 

p The consummate fulfilment etc.-These epithets 
refer to the Brahmaloka or the state of Hiral)ya 
garbha which is considered as the summum bonum 
of life within the creation, and is attainable by the 
performance of great sacrificial rites like Asvamedha. 

2 Even having seen that-i.e. having scrutinized 
that state and finding it still wanting. Or, it may 
mean 'even getting that state within your easy reach'.] 

~~~~~~ 
~{T~ ~ ~liP{ I 

3l~tU~i4tflrn~ ~ 

~ ~ ~'1\rreit ~ftr II ~ ~ II 

~ very difflcult to be seen ~ subtle (hidden) 
~~ immanent :!Jt!l fttt"( seated in the heart (or in 
intelligence) ~ residing within the body ~ 
the ancient~ that ~ effulgent being ~ 
by means of meditation on the inner Self .~ 
realizing (comprehending), ~: the wise ~ joy 
and sorrow ~d' relinquishes. 
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12. The 1 wise man relinquishes both joy 
and sorrow having realized, by means of 
meditation on the inner Self, that ancient 
effulgent One, hard to be seen, subtle, imma· 
nent, seated in the heart and residing within 
the body. 

[1 The wise man relinquishes etc.-When the Atman 
is realized, one attains that state which transcends all 
relative aspects of life, such as pain and pleasure, life 
and death, good and bad, etc. And so this state is 
called the eternal absolute state. The sense of pain or 
pleasure is derived through the reactions of the body 
and the bodily associations, there being no modifica
tion or affection possible in Atman which is beyond all 
contacts.] 

mir: the mortal!.':~ this (Atman) ~ having heard, 
~ the subtle ~ inseparate from Dharma ~ 
discriminating ~q('!l having comprehended well ~= 
he ~ this ( Atman) ~ having attained ~lf+l:. 
the enjoyable ~:;;..:err obtaining ~ rejoices f~ indeed. 
<if·<l<Mtl~ (lffu) to Naciketas mr the house fc:f~ open 
~ I think. 
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13. The mortal one who has heard this and 
comprehended well that subtle principle, the 
soul~ of Dharma, after2 discriminating it (pro
perly), attains it; he3 verily rejoices having 
obtained the enjoyable. 4 Methinks the'; house 
is open for Naciketas. 

p The soul of Dharma,-The original word is 
~. which literally means 'connected with Dharma'. 
But the exact force of the epithet here is to signify 
that .Atman is the very centre of all Dharma. Without 
it nothing is possible, and it is also the sole quest of 
Dharma or righteous living. 

2 After discriminating etc.-i.e. carefully separating 
.Atman from the body and mind. 

sHe verily rejoices-The rejoicing that comes from 
the attainment of the beatitude of .Atman is not of the 
ordinary kind that originates from the sense-pleasure. 
In the latter there is intoxication and reaction, but in 
the former, the serenity of peace. Hence one who has 
realized Atman transcends all action and reaction of 
sense-pleasures, and enjoys that ineffable peace. 

• The enjoyable-Atman who is of the very nature 
of bliss. 

6 The house is open etc.-Sometimes the state of 
consciousness where Brahman is realized is called 
metaphorically Brahmapuram, the house of Brahman. 
Yama is asserting here that the realization of .Atman is 
not very far off for Naciketas.J 
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~ ~ 

~~ ~•I'H~w-#'43JfcliJT-

~~~~lffi{_ 1Sm~l~ I 
3l~ 4lijN l{OtfN 

~ '*1 ~q~trm Q(G: II ~ ~ II 

47 

• from Dharma ~ different (lit. elsewhere) 
~ from Adharma a:~~ different, ~ from this 
~ (~ and ~) from the effect and the cause 
~ different, ~ from the past ~ from the 
future :;:r and ~ different em: which 4~i~1 thou be
boldest, ('11:_ that ~ tell. 

( Naciketas said:) 

14. That which thou beholdest as different 
from Dharma and Adharma, as different from 
cause and effect, as different from what had 
been and what shall be, (please) tell (me) that. 

ij~ w ~h:q~~~~~ 
aqifu w..lfiir :q m~~ 1 

~f~3~ ;m:q~ ~RI 
aa:_ ij ~ ~~IJf w.r~fq~ II ~ ~ II 

Bit all~~: the Vedas~~ which ~the goal~ 
proclaim, ~ all i'flii"fu ( acts of) penance :;:r and 
em: which 9~ declare,~ which~: desiring ~.:o;<PJ:. 
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self-controlled life devoted to Knowledge and austerity 
~ lead, ii?1:. that qq goal ~ to thee ~~ briefly 
iii<ftf1:r I tell-~ Om ~~it (is). 

(Yama said:) 

15. The goal]. which all Vedas proclaim, 
which 2 all penances declare, and desiring 
which they lead the life of Brahmacarya,-I 
tell it to thee in brief-its is Om. 

[ 1 The goal-The original is ~ which may mean 
a goal, a state or a word. Sankaracarya has taken 
it here to mean, ' the goal ' ; but it can very well be 
interpreted to mean' word'. 

2 Which all penances etc.-i.e. which is realized 
through the performance of penances. 

nIt is Om-Om is -called Sabda-Brahman as it is 
the only phonetic symbol of Brahman. In it is the 
rudiment of all sounds. As there can be no idea or 
thought without a corresponding 'name', word or 
sound, sound is considered as inseparably associated 
with ideation, be it manifest or otherwise. The idea 
of Brahman, if it could be formed at all, is infinitely 
all-comprehensive and so must also be its sound
symbol or counterpart. Om consists of three primary 
sounds, ar, <r, ~,--ar is the first of the guttural sounds 
so it is the very first sound that man can utter : 
~ is the last of the labial sounds; and <r is the 
sound produced by rolling the wind over the whole 
of the tongue. Hence the conjunction of these three 
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primary sounds can be comprehended to contain the 
rudiment of all sounds that man can ever give utter
ance to, and so it can be taken as the fittest sound 
symbol of Brahman. More comprehensive explana
tion of Om is given in the Miii}Qilkyopani~ad, and it 
has also been incidentally dealt with in Pra§na and 
Chandogya Upani~ads.] 

~~~ ;m ~;m~ q~ I 
~~;rr~ ~lffi ~ ~~~ffl m ffi{ II ~ ~ II 
~ this ~ alone f{ indeed ar~ syllable, imperi

shable ~ Brahman, ~ this Q;Cf alone ft also ~ 
syllable ~ the highest. '«ret:_ t;q f{ this indeed ~ 
syllable ~ knowing, zr: who ~whatever ~..,...&fu desires 
tl'BI' his mr. that (f~ is attained). 

16. This syllable is Brahman 1 ; this sylla
ble is also the highest2• Having known this 
syllable, whatever one desires, one gets that. 

[Here' Om is spoken of as Brahman Itself. It is 
the symbol of Brahman and so should be meditated 
upon as Brahman Itself. 

1 Brahman-Here it means the lower or Sagul}a 
Brahman. 

2 Tlze highest-It means the higher or (Nirgul}a 
Brahman.] 

~f\1~ ~J3~tl~l~ 'R~ I 
~ti"~T~~ ~rren -~ ~~trij 11 ~ ~ 11 

4 
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IWl ~his ~the best a:ti<M4<t"( support (or means); 
!Wl this ~ supreme a~ I €SAl<\"( suppo!t; ~ this 
a:t l't•::q"''"( support !IJTffi knowing ~ in the sphere 
of Brahman ~ is worshipped. 

17. This 1 support is the best, this support 
is the supreme. Knowing2 this support one 
is worshipped in the world of Brahman. 

p This support etc:-Here support signifies the 
means of realization of both the supreme Brahman 
and the macrocosmic life of Brahma. · 

2 Knowing this support-i.e. having fully realized the 

significance of Om.] 

;{~~~qr~
~ ¢'~ il~tf .t'~ I 

31\it ~: ~~~s<i ~luiT 
;r ~~~~~~II~~ II 

f'~ the knowing soul "''" ~ is not born ~ 
orr nor dies. ~ this ~ from anything "''" ~ 
did not came into . being; (~m. from it) "''" ~ 
nothing whatever (~" came into being) ; ~ this 
~: unborn, ~: eternal, m.llffi: everlasting, 9;U1'T: the 
ancient ; ~ the body ~ is being destroyed "''" 
~ is not destroyed. 
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18. The knowing soul is not born, nor 
does it die. It has not. come into being from 
anything, nor anything has come into being 
from it. This unborn, eternal, everlasting, 
ancient One suffers no destruction, even when 
the body is being destroyed. 

[In the fourteenth verse of this Adhyaya, Naciketas 
asked Yama to tell him about that entity which is 
beyond all Dharma and relations, and which is un
created and transcendental. In reply to that, Yama 
first speaks of Om which is the symbol of Brahman 
and so a means to the realization of Atman. And 

/ now in this and subsequent verses he speaks of the 
true nature of Atman.] 

~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ij'{ I 
~ ffi' ;r ~'5tl~'hn ;w;f (t~(f wt ~ II ~ ~ II 

iRIT the killer~ that he kills ~ thinks ~if, {Q: 

the killed ~ killed ~ considers ~ if, ffi those 
~ both if ~: do not know well. ~ this if ~ 
kills not, Of ~ nor is killed. 

/ 19. If the killer thinks that he is killing, 
and the killed thinks that he is killed, both 
of them know it not. It kills not, nor is it 
killed. 

[Cf. Bhagavad Git~, II. 19, 20.] 
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alom.Ortlfl~ l{~ ~-
~Ri{1~ ~;If~ g~T~l{ I 

ijif~: ~qfu ~th,~nil 
m{!5t«lr!J~f~ill~illc;:il~: H ~ o ll 

OlUTI: than the smallest (atoms) ~smaller,~= 
than the biggest (like the sky) +!{\~ bigger, am+rr 
Atman 3f\ll' this~: of the creature~ in the heart 
f.:rftcl: is lodged; ~: t~e desireless ~: free from 
grief ~~Wl~l'i.I'JO. through the purity (tranquillity) of the 
senses and the mind ~= of A.tman ~ that +rf{m~ 
glory ~ realizes. 

20. A.tman, smaller than the smallest and 
greater than the greatest, ·dwells in the hearts 
of creatures. The 1 desireless one, being free 
from grief, realizes that glory of ..Atman 
through 2 the purity of senses and mind. 

P The desireless one-i.e. one who has relinquished 
all desires for enjoyments of this life and of the next 
as well. 

2 Through the purity of senses etc.-Sarikaracarya 
interprets 'dhatu' in the text as senses and the mind; 
for the root ' dha' means to support, and hence 
the mind etc. which support the body. Unless 
the mind and senses are restrained from their evil 
ways and made tranquil, A.tman cannot be realized. 

\ 
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Desires and other impurities of mind and the acti
vities of senses give no respite, as it were, to our 
consciousness to settle in itself and discern its own 
inner self. Hence there is the necessity of keeping 
the mind and senses perfectly tranquil for attaining 
Self-realization.] 

3lR:rf;IT ~ ~ ~;U ~Tfu w.Rl: I 
~ +ro~ ~ 'f~ ~~((II~~ ll 

(ar~ 3lR+lT this Atman) amft";,; sitting ~ far ~ 
travels. ~= lying down B'fcr: everywhere ~ goes. 
~ (~+~) joyful and joyless ~ ~ that 
effulgent one ~= besides myself 'fi: who ~ to 
know aNfu is capable. 

21. Though 1 sitting still, He travels far ; 
though lying 2 down, He goes everywhere. 
Who can know besides 3 me, that effulgent 
Being who 4 rejoices and rejoices not? 

( 1 Though silting still etc .• -Though in his absolute 
nature Atman is transcendental and beyond all motion, 
yet in the relative aspect He is all-pervasive and 
all-motion. 

2 Lying down etc.-means the state that follows 
the quieting of the roving senses. The stillness of 
pure Consciousness alone exists when modifications 
of the mind cease. The same Consciousness appears 
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to be going everywhere through the vehicle (upadhi) 
of thought. 

8 Besides me-i.e. besides capable souls like me. 

• Who rejoices and rejoices not-i.e. in His relative 
aspect He enjoys the world but in His absolute 
nature He is the Sak~in, the mere witness of the 
world-process.] 

3W'Ut ~~.,~~tt~~~q__ I 
+r~ ~itT~ lRtll ~ro ;r ~fu II~~ It 
~ impermanent ~~ in bodies arot~ ex

isting ~ bodiless ~ the supreme ~ all
pervading ~ A tman l1\CIT knowing !fu: the wise 
one or mm does not grieve. 

22. The wise one does not grieve, having 
known the bodiless, all-pervading supreme 
.Atman who dwells in (all) impermanent bodies. 

;n~~~ ~if;{ ~~ 
;r ~~ ;r ~~;rr ~;r I 
~ ~ij ij;{ ~+-q-

~{1~~'{ 3lmrr F~m ~ ~H{ II ~ ~ It 

~ this amm A tman ~ by the study of the 
Vedas or Wo::<{: cannot be attained, or ~ nor by 
intellect, or ~ ~ nor by much learning; u;q: this 
(A.tman) ~whom v:o~ alone ~ chooses ~ by him 
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~= is attained; ~ his ~: this arrcm .Atman ~ 
its own ~ form ~ reveals. 

23. This .Atman cannot be attained by the 
study of the Vedas, nor by intellect, nor even 
by much learning ; by him it is attained whom 1 

it chooses,-this2 , his (own) Atman, reveals 
its own (real) form. 

p Whom it chooses-Sri Sankaracarya points out 
in his commentary that the pronoun ~ stands for 
.Atman and ~= for the Sadhaka or aspirant. The 
passage is thus interpreted by him : chosen by that 
very Self which the aspirant seeks, the Self is known. 
To explain : The Self is realized by the Self of the 
aspirant who does not desire anything whatsoever 
except the Self or Atman. But non-Advaitic com
mentators interpret ~= as 'the supreme .Atman (God)' 
and ~ as 'whomever'; i.e., 'It is attained by him 
alone whomever God chooses.' 

2This, his (own) Atman etc.-.Atman which is in 
himself, reveals Its true nature to him. This passage 
explains the real significance of the attaining of 
.Atman.] 

W~Tmm ~~~QT~;:ffi" ;rt«1ID"~: , 
;{tm~~;ffif tnftr ~~~~~1.:fl~ II ~ \? l l 

i_i~ from wickedness <i neither arf.rur: the un
refrained, <i ~: nor the unrestrained (from the 
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sense-activities), ;:r arnmf'i!:O: nor the unmeditative, ;:r 91 

~T<ffi: nor one with unpacified mind ~ by 
knowledge ~ even ~ this (Atman) ~ can 
attain. 

24. Neither those who have not refrained 
from wickedness, nor the unrestrained, nor 
the unmeditative, nor one with unpacified 
mind, can attain 1 this even by knowledge. 

(!Attain this even by knowledge-i.e. to such a 
man, even intuitional perception (~) of A.tman 
becomes impossible. Or ~ may mean here in its 
etymological sense, i.e. well-reasoned (intellectual) 
knowledge.] 

~ ;rnr lil aFi :q a-~ ~ 3lT~: I 
~~qmrffl:q;t cti ~ ~~ ~ ~: II ~~ II 

l!Bl whose -r1rr the Brahmai}a =if and ~ the K~atriya 
=q also 3""it both ~: food +i<fcf: become. ~ whose 
~:death~~ condiment, curry. ~= He ~ where 
(affi::n is) (ffi'l:. that) ~4T thus <n: who ~ knows. 

25. (Otherwise), who 1 thus knows where 
He is ?-He2 whose food is the Brahma~:ta 
and the K~atriya, and whose condiment is 
Death. 

[The purport of the verse is this : How can the 
ignorant, with all physical consciousness, know of 
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that Atman, the supreme unity : where merge all 
distinctions of caste and creed, and in whose con
templation Death itself becomes nought? 

1 Who thus knows etc.- i.e. besides the one who 
has the aforesaid proper qualifications, who else can 
know etc.? 

2He whose food etc.-i.e. in whom all distinctions 
merge and disappear, and in whom even Death is 
swallowed up, He being the eternal life.] 
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~ in this world (in this body) ~ of good deeds 
~ the result (lit. the truth)~ enjoying, Wr ~ 
in the supreme cavity of the heart ~into intelligence 
~ the two who have entered (m fffiJ'i:I: there are 
the two). ~fcf;: the knowers of Brahman (m them 
both) ~ (~9) like light and shade ~ say. ~ 
who :;:r likewise q~: the householders who maintain 
the five kinds of sacred fire f'lon fq(f,('l 1: those who 
have performed the Naciketa sacrifice three times. , 

1. There 1 are the two in the world who 
have entered into intelligence in the supreme 
cavity of heart, enjoying 2 the results of their 
good deeds. The knowers of Brahman cal1 3 

them as light and-shade; likewise also (say) 
those4 householders who perform the Naciketa 
sacrifice three times. 
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(1There are the two-i.e. the Jivatman and the 
Paramiitman- the individual self and the cosmic 
self. 

2 Enjoying the results of their good deeds-Here 
the Paramiitman also is coupled with the Jivatman in 
enjoying the fruit of the deeds of the latter ; but this 
should be taken only as a metaphorical expression, as 
we often speak in the plural when we mean one. The 
truth is that the Paramatman, the inner immutable 
essence of the Jiva as well as of the whole universe, 
is never attached in any way with the works of the 
former, nor with the modifications of the latter. It 
is the eternal witness of all life-activity for which 
the responsibility is only with the Jiva with all its 
upiidhis, viz. the mind, the senses, the Priil}aS and 
the physical body. 

3 Call them as light and shade-The relation bet
ween the individual soul and the Supreme Soul is 
described here as that between light and shade, an 
object and its image. The object is real, while the 
image is only a shadow. Or, the simile may refer to 
their contrary natures-one is boun!i and the other is 
eternally free. 

4 Those householders-The householders are en
joined to maintain the five kinds of sacred fire, viz.
a:tC'<II\[Iil4'Cl'1 or i!fc;f'T, llliwt, ~' ~ and ~; 
hence a householder is commonly called q~:. 
Or, it may mean here those who are conversant 
with the Paficiigni-vidya as described in Chandogyo
pani~ad, V. 4-8.] 
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tr: ~liill'11'1111~ ~ ~ 'ro1_ I 
~ mflm 'flt '11Rtd ~~ II ~ II 

~"11011011<( for those who perform sacrifices lf: which 
~: bridge ( ffi'l:. that) 011 Pl'Cfidi( the Naciketa sacrifice 
~ (we) are capable of performing. (~ ::q and 
also) Rm'liidl<( for those who want to be emancipated 
(from the bondage of life) ~ free from fear qror_ 
the bourn (shore) <r.r. which ar~ the imperishable 
~ the supreme $!'& Brahman (lit. the greatest) (~ 
~~we are capable of knowing that also). 

2. We are capable of performing the Naci
keta sacrifice which 1 is the bridge for the 
sacrificers, and (also we can know) the imperi
shable Supreme Brahman which is the bourn 
free from fear for those who want to be 
emancipated. 

[' Which is the bridge etc.-i.e. which takes the 
sacrificers to the immortal heaven of Brahmii beyond 
this world of mortal life.] 

31k+U4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ij I 

~ u m~ rot: ~: ~~ :q " ~ " 

om+1101<( the soul U401'<( the master of the chariot 
who sits within it fm know; ~ the body lJ again 
~ the chariot ~ verily; ~ the intellect g again 
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~ the charioteer fm know ; l'Ff: the mind 'i'f and 
~ the rein t;o{ verily. 

3. Know that the soul is the master of 
the chariot who sits within it, and the body 
is the chariot. Consider the intellect as the 
charioteer, and the mind as the rein. 

u~ the senses {~ horses ~= ( they) say ; 
~- the sense-objects ~ to them ( the senses ) 
.r'R~ the path. amitf~;ql'!..(ig'ifi<( (amm, ~f~'41 fii1 and 
;:r.:r:, ~: g'ifi<() united with the body, the senses and 
the mind (~ ~ that A.tman mmr enjoyer dff 
thus~: the wise am;;: say. 

4. The senses, they say, are the horses, 
and their roads are the sense-objects. The 
wise call Him the enjoyer (when He is) united 
with the body, the senses and the mind. 

(The real essence of the soul, the Pure Intelli
gence, the Atman, can never be the agent, nor an 
enjoyer of the fruits of any action. It is only when 
an apparent union between Him and the mind, the 
senses and the body, is brought about through 
Avidya, that He appears as the agent or enjoyer of 
an action. The mind, through the senses and the 
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body, acts or enjoys; and this feature of the mind is 
erroneously imputed to .Atman, as His own inherent 
nature ; intelligence is superimposed on the mind. 
This is called in the Vedantic language ~ 
~ the mutual superimposition '. So when the pure 
A.tman is thus superimposed on the attributes of the 
mind, the senses and the body, He gets the name 
Jiva-the doer of deeds and the enjoyer of their 
fruits. It is this false shadow of .Atman, the Jiva, 
that undergoes all troubles of life, such as birth 
and death.] 

,..., .... 
4$CICI~l;(Cili{ ~CI€ti~Wf ~ ij'f{( I 
Q~f~4(UJOiCI~41f.t ~'Ql ~ ij'Rif: II '-\ ll 

~= who l! again ~ always ~ with unrestrained 
+r.rer mind a:rf.i~ deviod of right understanding 
~ is, ~: of a charioteer ~fliT: wicked horses 
~.like, m<f his ~tf.::tt~lfiil senses ~ uncontrollable 
(~become). 

5. One who is always of unrestrained 
mind and devoid of right understanding, his 
senses become uncontrollable like the wicked 
horses of a charioteer. 

~~~~~W{~«f~l 
~S(4tiQr cc~4tfWf ~f\~r ~ m~it: 11 ~ ll 
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;!!': who g but ~ always ~ with restrained +r<mT 

mind f.f~ having right understanding m is ~: 
of a charioteer ~JtiT: good horses ~ like tfBl' his ~f<=il..<tl fa1 

the senses ~ controllable ( ~~ are ). 

6. But he who is always of restrained 
mind and has right understanding, his senses 
are controllable like the good horses of a 
charioteer. 

[As a clever charioteer restrains the horses of a 
chariot by intelligent manipulation of the reins, so 
one can bring the senses under control through proper 
discrimination (Vijfiana) and the employment of will
force (Manas).] 

4~iEIM~l;{iEIIW{ +N~tt+!'1*qi: ~cusw"':;:r: I 
;r ~ ffi{ 'i~mt~. ~mt :~.nf~q:;~fij I I \9 I I 

;q: who g- but arf<f~ without the right under
standing ~= thoughtless, of uncontrolled mind 
oo always ~: impure +f-!fu is, ~= he em:. that ~ 
goal (state) c:r arrHlfu never attains, ~ the round 
of births and deaths 'i:f and ~ gets into. 

7. And he who is devoid of proper under
standing, thoughtless and always impure, 
never attains that goal, and gets into the round 
of births and deaths. 
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~ M$.11'1~1"{ ~d~ M'1Wi: ijGJ ~: I 
~ Q ffil:. q~+umRt ~rt ~ ;{ ~ij u (; u 

l!: who g but f~ intelligent (has the proper 
understanding) ~= with controlled mind 00 

always ~"R: pure orcmr is, B": he i! verily m't:. that ~ 
goal ami'tr1r attains~ whence ~:again ., ~ (one) 
is not born. 

8. But he who is intelligent, ever pure and 
with the mind controlled, verily reaches that 
goal whence none is born again. 

~= who CR: the man g again Mtliitil«:f4": ,has intelligence 
as his charioteer, +r<l:~ has the mind as the 
(well~controlled) rein, B": he ar<<r.f: of the journey 
qR"I:. the end, ~: of Viglll mi. that tRWI:. the supreme 
~place, an~"'l-fu attains. 

9. The man who has intelligence for his 
charioteer and the mind as the (well-controlled) 
rein,-he attains the end of the journey, that 
supreme place of Vi~l)U. 1 

[As a man can reach his destination by his chariot, 
only when his driver is clever and drives the 
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horses exercising proper control by means of the 
reins, so the J1va in the body can attain the immortal 
state of Vi:glll, the supreme goal of life, only when 
intelligent discrimination controls the mind and guides 
the senses. 

1 Vi~{!u-The all-pervading .Atman.] 

" ~ ~ ~ . 
~.-r+"tJ: -ro ~ ~ct.4+"tf~ tR if;{: 1 

" (;-.. 

+t;ae\{!1 q'\f ~~4:~4:UOO ~{T~ q~: II ~ o II 
~{~: q~+46tf'ffi+4Qtfffi[~ ~: 'R: I 
~'iri$1 qt i?fif~~ m ~m m qu trr~: 11 ~ ~ 11 

if~: than the senses 3NT: the objects w: superior, 
a,~~= than the (elements of) objects T.J and ;r;:r: the mind 
q~ superior, ~= than the mind g again ~: the 
intellect w superior, ~: than the intellect ~ 
the Great~ .Atman IR: superior, mrcr: than the Mahat 
~ the Unmanifested ~ is superior, ~m:. than 
the Unmanifested ~q: the Puru~a IR: (is) superior, 
~ than the Puru~a 'R+I;. superior o:r f<llf% nothing 
(arfrn is): trr that (Puru~a) 9ill!T the end, m that m the 
supreme iffu: goal. 

10-11. The objects 1 are superior to the 
senses, the mind 2 is superior to the objects, the 
intellect is superior to the mind, the GreaP 
.Atman is superior again to the intellect. 
The Unmanifested+ is superior to the Great 

5 
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(.A.tman), and the Puru~ais superior to the Un
manifested. Nothing is superior to the Puru~a. 
-that is the end, that is the supreme goal. 

[Here superiority is ranged in the scale of subtlety 
of existence. The subtlest of all is the Pure Intelli
gence, the Puru~a, the basis of all Life and Sub
stance. Then comes the inscrutable primal matter 
or energy, the Prakrti, which veils the Puru~a and 
creates in Him the dream of the universe. This first 
conception of Universal Life is Hiral}.yagarbha; in it 
are aggregated infinite individual souls whose chief 
distinguishing features are the intellect (Buddhi) and 
the mind (Manas). The grosser aspects of the Universal 
Substance divides itself again into two, viz. as the 
senses and the sense-objects. 

1 The objects arc superior etc.-Here 'the objects' 
means the five rudimentary forms of matter {Pai'ica
mahabhutas), out of which have come all the objects 
perceived through the senses. These rudiments of 
matter are reckoned here as superior to the senses, 
because the senses or the sense-organs are, like all 
other objects, made up of them. The cause is subtler 
and more pervasive than the effect; and so, in this 
sense, the BhUtas may be called superior to the. 
senses. 

2 The mind is superior to the objects-Because it 
perceives the latter and is subtler than the gross 
rudimentary matter (SthUla-maha-bhUtas). Mind is 
the product of the subtle matter (SUkl}ma-bhUta). 
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a The Great A.tman-i.e. Hiral)yagarbha, the macro
-cosmic soul, who is considered as the aggregate of 
individual souls. 

4 The Unmanifested-i.e. the primal matter or 
Prakrti, whose first offspring is Hiral)yagarbha.] 

~ ij"~ ~~ ~ssoo ;J ~mij 1 
~ ~ca~ ~~ ij'_~W11 ~~~rofir: II ~ ~ II 

~ all~ in beings~: hidden tl;lf: this amm .Atman 
c; wmRt does not shine (reveal), ~~: by the 
.seers of the subtle a,:~ sharp, pointed ~"f!<IT subtle 
~m intellect ( tl;lf: am'ltT this .Atman) g but ~ is 
seen (realized). 

12. This .Atman, hidden m all beings, 
reveals (itself) not (to all), but is seen (only) 
by the seers 1 of the snbtle through 2 their 
pointed and subtle intellect. 

p Seers of the subtle-The sharp, discriminating 
persons who can perceive the subtleties of objects 
.as enumerated in the previous two verses. 

~ Through their pointed intellect-i.e. with the con
-centrated intellect.] 

~~en~~ ...... "'-

Sllij~ t1~i§~t;r ~i{(";f I 
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~= the wise ~ speech ~ in the mind ~ 
should merge, ffi'( that (mind) ~ ~ in the intellect 
(lit. in the knowledge-self) ~ should merge. ~ 
the intellect ~ ~ in the Great Self (i. e. HiraQ.ya
garbha) ~ submerge, ffil. that (Great Self) m 
~ in the Peace Self~ merge. 

18. The wise should merge ~ the speech 
in the mind and that (mind) in the intellect~ 
the intellect in the Great Self and that (Great 
Self again) in the Self 2 of Peace. 

('Merge the speech etc.-Here the reference is to 
the practice of Sarhyama. First, all the activities 
of the senses should be stopped and the conscious
ness should be contracted from the senses and con
centrated upon the mind, next the consciousness 
should be drawn away inward even from the mind 
and put in the intellect or the hlgher discriminative 
faculty of the mind. Then it should be withdrawn 
from the intellect even and centered in the intuition 
which comprehends the cosmic existence of life, 
which can be done only by the proper intuitive 
feeling of our own pure Ego, the Asharikara ; and 
then lastly, when the thin veil of ego is also pierced 
through, consciousness reveals its own singular, pure, 
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self-contained absolute aspect. This process of self- ' 
realization through self-discrimination and intro
spection is what is known as Jfiana-yoga. 

2Se/f of Peace-The real self of man, the Atman, 
is rightly designated here as the Santa-atman, i.e. 
Self of Peace, because all the activities of Prakrti are 
absolutely negated in it.J 

ar*laa ~nrn 
mol ~~ f~Nij I 

,.... ,.... 
~ 1:fr~ Tiff~ijf ~(~~~I 

~ ~ ~er:rr t~crr;:a 11 ~ tJ 11 

~ arise, ;;rr.::m awake, ~the excellent (teachers) 
~having approached ( mt_ that, Atman) ~ know, 
realize. ~ sharp ~ of a razor '<lRT edge ~ 
difficult to cross, ~ hard to tread mt_ that q-<r: path, 
(mr so) 'ii'r1: the wise ~say. 

14. Arise\ awake (0 man)! Realize (that 
.Atman), having approached the excellent 
(teachers). Like the sharp edge of a razor is 
that path, difficult to cross and hard to tread, 
-so say the wise. 

[The latter half of the verse speaks of the great 
arduousness of the path of self-realization indicat
ing thereby that it requires utmost caution and 
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cleverness to reach the goal in this path. Cf. supra, 
II. 7, 8. 

1Arise, awake-i.e. from the slumber of Ignorance.J 

c:: • 
~~;(~q~l't~q+{otP"4 

• "P.-......... -
~s~ l;o{~:tt't~f ... ~;;pij ~I 

~"'I¢.:( ;o{;:ij +{~: tR: :Fr 
-.;) 

M~P·tt ij;=q~:~ij(ctffl: ~~II Z~ II 

<:f'f. which· aro~ without sound, ~ without 
touch, ~ without form, ~ imperishable, i'MT 

so also ~ without taste, f.r~ eternal, ~ 
without smell :q and (<i9fu is), aJ'11'il'1~<( without 
beginning or end, il~: than Mahat ~ beyond 
(superior to), ~<A: immutable wr, that ( Atman) ~~ 
having realized "'w-Jtl%r:t. from the jaws of death ~ 
one is released. 

15. Having realized that! (A.tman) which 
is soundless, touchless, formless, imperishable, 
and also without taste and smell, eternal, 
without beginning or end, (even) beyond 2 

the Mahat, immutable,-one is released 3 from 
the jaws of death. 

I 
(!That ( Atman) which is soundless etc.-i.e. the 

Atman which is of the nature of Pure Intelligence, 
and beyond all sense-perceptions, having nothing in 
common with matter. 
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2 Beyond the Malzat-See note on verse 11. 
3 Released from the jaws of death-i.e. is emanci

pated from the bondage of birth and death, which 
phenomena become possible only through the ignor
ance of our real A.tman. In A.tman there is no change 
like birth and death. It is the eternal, immutable, 
absolute state of consciousness. To know .Atman 
m,eans to realize that state of consciousness.] 

;nf~~n~q·~4,;~ at~~m:ffi «wtl€1'14( 1 

~~ ~~ :q ~~ iliRil~ ~(\4ij II ~ ~ II 

~ the intelligent man ( ~ this ) ~~ told 
by Death ~ the ancient "11M~d<( concerning 
Naciketas aqK<41"1<( the story ~ having related ~ 
having heard ~ and ~~ in the world of Brahman 
~~ is glorified. 

16. The intelligent one, having1 heard and 
related this ancient story of Naciketas told by 
Death, is2 glorified in the world of Brahman. 

'P Having heard and related-i.e. being instructed 
himself by a competent teacher and having imparted 
the same instruction to other aspiring souls. 

~ Is glorified-i.e. becomes one with the infinite in 
the middle magnificence of Brahman.] 
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sr«r: ~~en 
ij~l~ .. ce41~ ~ H Z\9 H 

ij(f~ .. <:~ttt ~ ~m 11 

11: who :1111Cl': with great devotion ~ supremely 
~mysterious WI:, this (story) ~ in the assembly 
of Brahma]fas, ~ at the time of Sraddha ceremony 
err or~ repeats, tm:. that~ for infinite (rewards) 
~'it becomes fit. 

17. He who repeats this supremely mysteri
ous (story) with great devotion in 1 the assem
bly of Bra:hma:Ifas or at2 the time of S'raddha 
ceremony, obtains thereby infinite rewards. 

[The last clause of the verse has been repeated twice, 
indicating the end of the First Book. 

1 In the assembly of Briihmaras-i.e. in the assembly 
of intelligent devotees who only are able to understand 
the supreme mystery and glories of Atman revealed in 
the story of Naciketas. 

2 At the time of Sriiddha ceremony-Sraddha is the 
ceremony done in honour of the departed to 
bring peace to their souls. Hence, that has been 
considered as the fit occasion for delineating the 
glories of Atman as embodied in this story of 
Naciketas.] 
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FOURTH CHAPTER 

" " troT~ mr-t ~~~ ~~-
~~•a: ~ ~ ;rTr(('((~+4W{ I 

Cfil~'(: ~~W{~~-

~~ the self-existent (God) ~ the senses (lit. 
openings) quf~ going outwards ~ (so) created 
with defects. punished;~~ therefore IRT§' the external ..... 

~ sees, ;:r 3fro(lo:-+1<( not the internal self. ~ some 
~(: wise man ~immortality ~desiring ~: 
with his eyes turned (inside) 5011"4'11,+11'1+( the inner self 
It'~ saw (sees). 

1. The self-existent (God) has rendered 
the senses (so) defective that they go outward, 
and hence man sees the external and not the 
internal self. (Only, perchance) some wise 
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man desirous of immortality turns 1 his eyes 
in, and beholds the inner ..Atman. 

[!Turns his eyes in-Here the word 'eyes' is 
figuratively used for all the senses.] 

" ~~: ~T~~ if~-

~ ~~i114R£ M<Ht~ mn{ I 
3N~ro~m~ 

~¥!~1~~ ~ m~ II ~ II 
ii!T"?iT: children qzy;::l': external ~ pleasures ~ 

pursue, ij they f~ wide-spread ~T: of death ~ 
snare ~ go (fall into). aw so ~in this world "4Rr: 
the wise ~~ in the midst of non-eternals ~ 
immortality ~'ll£. the eternal ~ having known <i 

~ do not desire. 

2. Children 1 pursue the external pleasures, 
(and so) they fall into the snare of the wide
spread 2 death. But the wise do not desire 
(anything) in this world, having known what 
is eternally immortal, in the midst of all 
non -eternals. 

[ 1Children- i.e. childish, inexperienced, ignorant 
souls. 

2 Wide-~pread death-Here by 'death' are signified 
all the changes in life, viz. birth, death, disease, old
age, etc.] 
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~ ~ o:~ by which (Atman) ~~ form (light),. 
~ taste, ~ smell, ~ sounds, ~ touches 
~ sexual contacts :;;r and f4.:11<11Rl knows, ~ in 
this world (>31Tffl<i: arf.i~ unknowable to the .Atman) 
f'fi11:. what tffi:~ remains. t;Cft_ this ~ verily ern:, that 
(.Atman). 

3. ThaP A.tman by which man cognizes 
light, taste, smell, sounds, touches and the 
sexual contacts,-what is there unknowable 
to that A.tman in this world? This is verily 
that (Atman thou hast wanted to know). 

[ 1That Atman by which man cognizes, etc.- i.e. 
the pure Intelligence which is at the back of all the 
sense perceptions and even of the mind.] 

ffiU;:ij" ~ifi"w~ ~m- it;:rm4~4 Rt 1 

~;~ N1!4U ~'4R" lWf( ~ ;{ ~ft=q{ij " ~ " 

f"tl'll"'fl'{ the objects of dream, :on<Tf~ the objects 
of the waking state :;;r and ~ both ~ by which 
~q~ sees ( ~ that) ~ great fir~ the all-
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pervading (unlimited) ~ the Atman mqr having 
realized '4'1\: the wise man ;:r ~~ grieves not. 

4. The wise man grieves not, having 
realized that great, all-pervading .Atman 
through 1 which one perceives all objects m 
dream as well as in the waking state. 

[ 1Tizrouglz which one perceives etc.-.Atman is that 
pure Intelligence which makes us conscious of our 
sleep, or dream, or the awakened state.] 

~ ~ ~~~ ~ 3lf~;{ ~ftf'IT';.€1etilq_ I 
m~ ~~ wr mrr ~~gc«ij 1 

~ 

~ er q-~ II ~ II 

~= who ~ this +r<'l'~ the enjoyer of honey ~ 
the sustainer of life ~ the A tman ~ of 
the past and the future ~~ the lord m'CWfil(( very 
near~ knows, (tr: he) mr: thereafter ;:r ~~ does not 
fear (lit. does not intend to hide himself). 

5. He who knows this Atman, the enjoyer 
of honey\ the sustainer of life and the lord 
of the past and the future, as 2 very near,-he 
fears no more thereafter. This is verily that. 

[ 1 Honey-the consequences of Karma. 

~As very near-i.e. within this body, as the very 
self.] 
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~: \~ ~ ~~: 'l\tl+4alltt~ I 
gri 3(~ ~ ljf ~~otfq~tfij I 
~~~II~ II 

77 

l{: who ~ in the beginning tmr: of knowledge 
(penance) ~born, ~-.:j: to waters~ prior~ 
was born. ~ the heart ~ having' entered ~: 
with the elements ~ dwelling (i'fi(. him} l{: who 
Ollll~ realizes (lit. sees well), (~: ii1f!f l'.iif ~ he verily 
sees Brahman). 

6. He 1 who was born of knowledge in the 
beginning, and born 2 (even) prior to the 
waters,-(one)who sees him as dwelling 3 with 
the elements, having entered the heart, (he 
verily sees Brahman). This is verily that. 

[Brahman in the macrocosmic (Sama~ti) aspect is 
Hirat;~yagarbha and in the individualized, finite 
(Vya~ti) or microcosmic aspect is the Jiva. He who 
knows Brahman through both of these two aspects 
of His, knows Him indeed. 

1 He who was born of knowledge-The reference 
is to Hirat;~yagarbha, the Brahma of the Purat;~as, 
who is the first manifestation of Brahman, through 
His Tapas, i.e. knowledge. In the Mut;~Qakopani~ad 
it is said, trmT ~~ ~. through Tapas Brahman is 
augmented (i.e. manifested in the form of many) and 
next it explains itself by saying :-~: ~4~: ~~~ ~l{ 
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~ i'flt: I ~ ~ <n+1 ~'>1 ~ 11 Of Him 
who is omniscient and omni-perceiver, and whose 
Tapas consists of knowledge,-of him (the Highest 
Brahman) are born this Brahma (HiraJ}yagarbha), 
name, form and matter. 

~Born prior to waters-By 'water ' all the five 
elements are meant here by implication. 

8 Dwelling with the elements-i.e. dwelling inside 
the body which is made of the five elements.] 

liT who ~ the soul of gods, a:rf<::Rr: Aditi (lit. 
-one who eats) ~ in the form of Pral}a ~ 
manifests, liT who ~: with the elements ~ was 
created, ~ the heart ~ having entered Rts.-al+( 
existing (ffi ~: ~ tr ~ t;c~ wna- he who sees her, sees 
Brahman indeed). 

7. Aditi 1 , the soul of gods, who mani
fested in the form of Pral)a 2 and was created 
with the elements, who dwells having entered 
the heart,-(he who knows her, knows Brah
man indeed). This is verily that. 

p Aditi-HiraJ}yagarbha is called here Aditi because 
he is the sole enjoyer of the whole universe. 

2 Pra{la-HiraJ}yagarbha, the cosmic life.] 
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~: by the pregnant women ~: well pre
served, well-nourished ~: fretus :rcf like, ~: in 
the two fire-sticks f.ffur: lodged ~: omniscient 
~: the god of fire, ~f'{f.: by the awakened ~!Ollf'i':: 
by those who offer oblations to the sacrificial fire 
~: by men ~ ~ day after day ~: worshipful 
(+f.ffir becomes). 

8. Like the foetus well preserved by the 
pregnant mother, the omniscient Agni, lodged 1 

in the two fire-sticks, is worshipped day after 
day by the 2 awakened men and the sacrifi
cial 3 offerers. This is verily that. 

[Here is the indication that the same Brahman 
is worshipped as Isvara by the Jnanin through 
meditation, and as Agni by the householders through 
sacrifices. 

1 Lodged in the two fire-sticks-In the Vedic sacri
fices the fire is to be ignited with two specific 
wooden sticks, the Uttararal).i (upper stick) and the 
Adhararal).i (lower stick), by rubbing them against 
each other. 

2 The awakened men-The jfianins or the San
nyasins. 
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8 Sacrificial offerers-The Karmins or the house
holders.] 

trn~ ~1~~ ~ =i!f •li4§Rr I 
~ ~: ~s~~ wtl~Rt ~~ I 

~ 

~tr~ll~ll 

~: the sun lffi: from which ~ rises lf-f to which 
~ ~ merges "! and, tr~ all "tcrr: gods Qil,_ in that 
~: are fixed, ffil. that ;:r q;~ none :a- verily ~ 
transcends. 

9. That from which the sun rises and into 
which it merges again,-in that are all 1 the 
gods fixed, and none can verily transcend it. 
This is verily that. 

P All the gods fixed-i.e. like the spokes of a 
wheel to its axle.] 

~~~~~~~ 
~: ~ ~~mmfu ~ ~~ ;nif.r q~~fa- II~ o II 

~ what U:'f indeed ~ here ffil. that ~ there <ra:. 
what ~ there ffil. that·~ accordingly ~ here. tr: 

he ~: after death ~ death arrnlfu meets lf: who 
ilJ:r here •rr~ ~'f as different ~ sees. 

10. Whatever is here!, that is there2 ; what 
is there, the same is here. He who sees here 
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as different, meets 3 with death again and 
again. 

[There are two states of the Being, the absolute 
·and the manifested, and so essentially there is no 
difference between the two. The wave and the 
ocean are not materially different. But from the 
standpoint of a Vivartavadin (one who views the 
Universe as an illusory transformation of Brahman) 
like Sankaracarya, this is true only in a peculiar 
sense. With him, there can be no two real states of 
Being. The Being is eternal, ever immutable • 
. absolute existence; it mutates only in appearance, 
which is nothing but a self-evolved seeming limita
tion of the Being. Hence the substance of the 
appearance and the Being in itself are indentical; only 
ignorance makes them look different. 

1 Here-i.e. in this manifested world, or in this 
body. 

~ There- The absolute state of Brahman. 

3 Meets death after death-i.e. has to undergo 
various births and deaths through his ignorance of 
,the reality.] 

+i;(il«itl8o4 ;r~ wtT'lTM f~$£ I 
~: ~ ~~ ~rn ~ ~~ ;rr~ ~t4Rlll ZZ H 
~ by mind ll;9 alone ~ this ~ to be 

.·obtained (realized), ~ here f-:fi9ir.1 whatever ;nm 
difference, variousness '1 a:rfRt does not exist. <1: who 

6 
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~ here ;:rr.rr ~9 as different ~ sees, ~= he ~m: from 
death~ to death •1-o0fu goes. 

II. By mind 1 alone this 2 is to be realized, 
and (then 3 ) there is no difference here. From 
death to death he goes, who sees as if there 
is difference here. 

P Mind-Pure mind. 
2 This-The absolute Brahman. 
8 Then there is etc.-Having realized Brahman by 

pure mind, one comes to perceive that this universe 
is only the manifestation, an expression, of the same 
Brahman, and so not essentially different from 
him.] 

3l~gB~lSf: ~ if\ofl ~Fr fijgm I 

~~f'it +{~ W\: miT ~~ij I 
~ ~ ffi(_ ll ~~ II 
~~: of the size of a thumb ~: the Puru~a 

(person) ll<:lr ~ within the body ~ dwells. 
(~: he) ~~ of the past and the future ~R: lord, 
tm: thence-forward '1 M'@CB'ii (one) fears no more. ~ 
this (is)~ verily iRI.'_ that. 

12. The 1 Purusa of 2 the size of a thumb 
dwells within the body. He is the lord of the 
past and the future, and thenceforward 3 one 
fears no more. This is verily that. 
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['The Puru~a-A.tman is called [Puru~a because 
he lives in the city (Puri) of the· body, or because 
he fills the whole universe (Pun;a). 

2 Of the size of a thumb-A.tman is spoken of here 
and in tl1e next verse as of the size of a thumb, 
because he is meditated upon as a light of the size 
of a thumb in the cavity of the heart, commonly 
called the 'lotus of the heart ' by the Y ogins. The 

. assigning of a size to Atman which is really beyond 
all limitation of time and space, is to facilitate 
meditation, and should not be understood as literally 
true. Cf. Sankaracarya's Sariraka-bha~ya and also 
Ramanuja's Sribha~ya, I. iii. 24 and 25. 

n Thenceforward one fears no more.-Cf.-IV. 5.] 

31~~: ~rif ii~)mAt~t"{~: 1 
"' . 

~r.fr ~~ ~ ~ ij' a ~~: 1 

~~~II~~ II 

~-:::J3l"ll'l: of the size of a thumb ~: the Puru~a 
"+@"~ of the past and the future ~~11'1: lord, ~: 
smokeless ~: light ~ like; ~= he tZ9 verily a;£r today, 
~= he ;:r also 1tl: tomorrow (~ will continue to exist). 
v:aa:. this (is) ~ verily ffi!. that. 

13. The Puru~a of the size of a thumb, the 
lord of the past and the future, is like a light 
without smoke; he 1 is verily (the same) 
today and tomorrow. This is verily that. 
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p He is verily etc.-He exists immutably through 
all times-past, present and future.] 

~~ ~ ~ tri~ ~~cffif I 
~ '=1~ ~~ q~4~a~feNT~ II ~IJ II 

lf<IT as ~ on the (high) peak ~ rained ~ water 
~ to the hill-sides fcr.:ncfm runs in various ways, P;Cfl\ so 
~ the attributes '[~ different ~ having seen, ~ 
them u:<T verily ~<i19fu runs after. 

14. As the rain-water fallen on a (high) 
peak runs down to the hill-sides variously, 
even so he who 1 sees the attributes as different 
verily 2 runs after them. 

[The force of the simile is not very clear. Prob
ably it means that as the rain-water suffers distrac
tion and defilement by its seeking the manifold 
hill-sides abandoning the unity of the peak, although 
the peak and the valleys are of the same mountain, 
so the man who sees differences in life by the 
qualifying adjuncts and expressions of Brahman, 
suffers bondage, being caught in their net. 

1 Who sees the attributes as different-i. e. who 
sees actual difference between life and life, following 
and emphasizing upon the different attributes ( upa
dhis) that set up the difference in expression, 
without having known the real underlying principle 
of unity, the Atman. 
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2Veri/y runs after them-i.e. is verily dragged into 
the snares of birth and death, being allured by those 
attributes known as matter.] 

~~ ~ ~i{T~ qRif~ ~I 
~~ uit ffl-st ~~ij 3TmiT ~11' ift~ 1' ~ ~ 11 

~ 0 Gautama (Naciketas), <NT as ~ pure 
~water ~ (~) into pure (water) ;mf.~ poured 
~ P:9 the same ~9fu becomes, ~: who knows 
(tbe unity) #1: of the sage amm self 1JWl:. thus ~fu 
becomes. 

15. As pure water poured into pure water 
becomes the same, so 1 becomes the self of 
the sage, 0 Gautama, who knows (the unity 
of the Atman). 

[ 1So becomes the self etc.-i.e. the self of the sage 
which has been purged of its dross, the ego, by the 
right knowledge, becomes one with the Universal 
Self, Brahman.] 
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~ of the unborn, '3l'l*iiH'1tl: of undimmed inte
lligence (lit. straight, i.e. eternally existent, intelligence) 
(am'ir.J: of .Atman) o.ifil!.~l;i_l('( with eleven gates ~ 
city (a:rffif is, ~Him) ~ having meditated upon, 
(~: man) o:r mfu grieves not; f<f~: liberated (from 
the bonds of ignorance) ~ becomes free (from 
birth and death) :;:r and also. ~ this (is) ~ verily 
ffi'r. that. 

I. Thecity 1 of the unborn, of the undimm
ed intelligence (i.e . .Atman), is of eleven 
gates. Having meditated upon him, one 
grieves no more, and, being liberated (from 
all bonds of ignorance), one becomes free 
(from the trammels of birth and death). This 
is verily that. · 

(~The city of eleven gates-i.e. the body which has 
eleven gates, seven in the head, the navel, the two 
lower ones, and the one at the top of the head. 
Cf. Bhagavad Gitii.-V. 13.] 
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. ,.... ,.... 
~«: ~1-qq~ tf~~T~aJ~ 

~qr ~~~~IJf~ I 
~'tt ~H«i~H.i't ~q~~T mm 

,.... . 
~~ 3111\~ ~ ~~~ II ~ ll 
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(B: '31Rm that Atman) ~qq_ dwelling in the heavens 
tB: the sun (lit. one who moves), ~~existing in 
the sky 'Po'!: air,~~ existing on the sacrificial altar (or 
-on earth) oo fire (lit. the sacrificer), ~dwelling in 
the jar an~: guest (Soma), ~ dwelling in man, 9~ 
dwelling in the superior (gods), ~11:. dwelling in the 
sacrifice,~ dwelling in the sky, ar~ born in water, 
~r born on earth, ~ born in the sacrifice, ~ 
born on the mountains, ::n~ the true- ~the great. 

2. He is the sun dwelling in the heavens, 
the air dwelling in the sky, the fire existing 
on the altar, the guest (Soma) dwelling in the 
jar ; He is in man, in the gods, in the sacrifice, 
in the sky; (He1 is) born in water, born2 on 
earth, born in the sacrifice, ·born s on the 
mountains; (He is) the true; (He is) the great. 

[Here the Sruti asserts the omnipresent nature of 
Atman. 

1 (He is) born in water-In the form of aquatic 
animals and insects. 
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2 Born Oil earth-In the form of plants, herbs, 
corns, etc. 

3 Bom Oil mountains-In the form of rivers etc.] 

(~: He) ~the Pral].a ~~upward ~ sends 
up, ~ the Apana ~ downward amfo throws. 
;rdr In the middle (heart) amfi<P( seated ((i;ll{. that) 
~the adorable f.l"~ all~: gods (senses) ~ wor
ship, serve. 

3. (He) sends the Pral).a 1 upward and 
throws the Apana 2 downward. Al1 3 the gods 
worship that adorable one seated in the middle. 

P Prii!la & 2Apiina-It was held by the ancient 
philosophers of India, that the whole physical func
tion of the body is carried on by five principal kinds 
of vital energy known as Prii!].a, Apana, Samana, 
Udana and Vyana. There are again five minor 
divisions known as Upapriil].as. All these are simply 
so many aspects of the one vital energy, which also 
is nothing but an expression of the cosmic force 
called Mukhyaprii!].a-the chief dynamic principle of 
existence manifesting both through the animate and 
the inanimate. But different names are, however, 
given according to the different physiological func
tions performed by the vital Priil}.a ; when it manifests 
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through the work of the lungs and respiration, it 
is called Pral}a; when it works in the colon and 
bladder, it is called Apana; when it works through 
the digestive system, it is called Samana ; when it 
works through the larynx and produces voice, it is 
called Udana ; and when it expresses itself through 
the blood-circulation and nerve-currents, it is named 
Vyana. Pral}a is sometimes wrongly translated as 
'breath' : breath is only one of the many manifesta
tions of Pral}a. 

8 All the gods etc.-i.e. all the senses, including 
mind, worship their lord. Atman, by the proper dis
charge of their allotted duties. They gather experience 
from the outside world and present them to him; that 
is their worship. All the senses and Pra:r;tas become 
active for A.tman.] 

~?:J iil(:i«+tl-=1~ ~~ ~ftf: I 
~~Ft Mf!-.:A.Htl-=1~~ ~ qftf~l's~ij I 

~ 

~W! tf ij~ II \1 II 

~ of this ~~ existing within the body ~: 
of the owner of the body (soul) f<P!>i•.i+il<i'9'1 of him who 
is separated, ~ from the body i<l:':!-Jl!lii<if<1 of him 
who bas been freed, 'W-1" here (in this body) f~ what 
qfif~ remains. c;mr_ this (is)-~ verily IT'!,. that. 

4. Whatt remains here 2 of that owner of 
the body-of him who dwells in it-when 
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separated and freed from the body (after 
death) ? This is verily that. 

P What remains-i.e. nothing remains of that 
Atman in the body, when He is gone out of it. So 
the whole body disintegrates thereafter. 

2 Here-In this body.] 

;r ~rUt;{ ;rT~ ~1 ~'hrfu qi?.{o:t I 
~Uf ij :if~~ 'n~itoSt~HT{T~ II ~ II 

'!i~ one ~: the mortal (the body, or man in the 
ordinary sense) <r rn neither by PraQ.a, <r ~ nor 
by Apana m:ff;;f lives, ~d.,o1 by something other (than 
these) g but ;;ft~.-;;r (they) live, zr~ on whom ~ these 
~'-1m depend. 

5. No mortal ever lives by Pra~a, or by 
Apana. But they live by something different, 
on whom these depend. 

[Here PraQ.a and Apana only are mentioned to 
imply all the PraQ.aS and the senses.] 

\t~ q ~ ~~fltfll wiJ ;m ij';{~ I 
tNt ::q ~ mar 3lRitl lf.Jfu ~qq II ~ I I 

~ 0 Gautama (Naciketas) ~ now a- to thee 
~ this ~ the mysterious ~ the eternal i!~ 
Brahman w.t?i'-Hm shall tell ; ~ death J;fi'Q1 meeting 
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amm the self ~ what ~CfRr happens (becomes) (trotr 
that also) T.J and(~~ I shall tell). 

6. Now I shall tell thee (again), 0 Gau
tama, of the mysterious, eternal Brahman, 
(and also) what happens to the self after 
meeting death. 

~M+i~ 31q~.,.ij ~~w:r ~ftr: 1 

~~~~~~~~ll.~T~ II \911 

~4T<Iiir according to the work, ~~ according to 
the knowledge, aR some ">.:f![C'~': souls who own bodies 
"<<UW!'!Cf to have a body~ womb ~go (enter), 
aR others~~ plant (lit. immovable) af~ti<tfrtl go. 

7. Some souls enter the womb to have a 
body, others go to the plants,-just accord
ing to their work, and according to their 
knowledge. 

[Here the Sruti clearly speaks of the law of Karma 
and reincarnation. According to the Sattvika, Rajasika 
and Tamasika Karma and knowledge, the possibility 
of man's rebirth ranges from the plane of gods down 
to the plant life.] 

~ ~ m \lflal ffi qrrij $H{ ~~'" Af~ur: I 
~~ ~ ~ ;m a~qiJAija~qij 1 
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<r: who u;q; this ~: Puru~a ~R!I while (we are) asleep 
cr.T1i 'fiWt different desirable objects ~: shaping 
~ remains awake, ffit. that ~~;" verily ~ the pure, 
i'f.l. that ~ Brahman, nn:, ~ that also ~ immortal 
~ is called. ~ij all il<iu: worlds ~ in that f~: 
rest. ffi'f. that a- verily Cfie.r.t any one ;; ~ does not 
transcend. !@:!.this (is) tr verily ffit. that. 

8. The Purusa who remains awake shap
ing]. (all sorts ·of) objects of desires even 
while we sleep,-verily that is the pure, the 
Brahman, and that is also called the immor
tal. In that rest all the worlds, and none can 
transcend that. Verily this is that. 

[The Pure Intelligence remains as the witness of 
all the three states of consciousness, viz.-waking 
state, dreaming state and the state of dreamless 
deep sleep. Even in the last state, when the mind 
and the senses remain dormant, the existence of 
that Pure Intelligence is testified by the memory of 
a negative consciousness which we carry with us 
When we come out of that state: we feel that 
we had a deep sleep, and were not conscious of 
anything. 

1 Shaping (all sorts,) of etc.-i.e. in dream.] 
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3ltw:i~il ~;r;{ ~feiit ~ ~ stRt~ ~~ I 
~Q~T ~~~roll ~~ir stfa~q) ~~ 11~11 

<NT as 1%: one single arm: fire ~ the world ~: 
(~) having entered ~ ~ to every form ~: 
alike in form ~ becomes, tNT so ~= one single 
~ the Atman that exists in all the- beings 
~ ~ to every form ~: alike (+l<ifff becomes) ; crft: 
beyond :q and. 

9. As one fire, having entered the world, 
assumes forms according to the shapes of the 
different objects (it burns), so the one .Atman 
that exists in all the beings appears in (differ
ent) forms according to the different objects 
(it enters); and it (exists~) also beyond them. 

(1 (Exists) also beyond them-The one A.tman not 
only pervades all the beings and appears variously 
according to the different forms it embodies, but in 
its own pure nature it is quite separate from those 
forms and is unaffected by them. Through the upadhis 
(i.e. the mind, the senses and the body) it assumes 
various forms but in itself it is transcendental and 
beyond all name and form.] 

ct~~ ~ ~~ ~ir ~ ~R\~41 ~~ct I 

~~ ~~4lm~m ~ir~ir~Rtw ~1~ llZ o '' 
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v:<r.: one single ~: air <r<IT as !fMIJ, the world sri'~: 
(B'l,) having entered <f.qll':. ~- to the different forms 
~: alike in form.~ becomes, O"<IT so !:%": one 
~r.=rocm the Atman that abides in the heart of all 
beings ~~to the different forms ~: alike in 
form (.mff becomes); '1ft: beyond T.J and. 

10. As one air, having come into the 
world, assumes (different) forms according to 
the different objects (it enters as breath) so 
the one .Atman that abides in the heart of all 
beings appears in different forms according 
to the different objects (it enters); and it 
(exists) also beyond them. 

B~""l<tf'l! of all beings T.i§: eye ~: the sun <r<IT as 
T.IT~: by ocular mu4-: external impurities ;:r ~ 
is not contaminated, fMT so v:<r.: one ~~+!!11.-q{kAI the 
soul that resides in all beings ~o?t<t'"i:?l"c:r to the miseries 
of the world ;:r ~~ does not get attached, (<rcl': ~: 
because he) ifNI: separate, beyond. 

11. As the sun, the eye of the whole 
world, is not contaminated by the external 
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ocular impurities, so, being beyond the world, 
the one A.tman that resides in all beings is 
never touched by the miseries of the world. 

[The light of the sun makes everything visible, yet 
it is not contaminated by the defects of the objects 
it illumines; so the transcendental .Atman, making 
every life possible by its existence, remains un
touched by the miseries of the world; i.e. by the 
Karma and the bondages it entails on life. It is the 
inscrutable A vidya or nescience that has super
imposed the phenomena of personality and the 
world, the subject and the object-upon the trans
cendental .Atman, just as the phenomenon of snake 
is superimposed upon a piece of rope when seen 
in the dark or dim light through ignorance ; and 
as such, the superimposition does not affect in 
the least the real nature of the A tman, as the 
rope is never really affected by the snake seen in 
its place. 

Here is the clear indication of the Vivartavada or 
the doctrine of superimposition propounded by Sri 
Sankaracarya.] 

~ cmr w.r~~;:~~u 
~ ~q- if~ ~: ~rn , 

Q;{l~~~ ~s~qwr~Q" ~T~-

~ ~ ~~~~ ~~'ttq:_ ll ~~ ll 
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11: who 1:%: one ~ controller ~ the soul 
of all beings t%+i_ one single ~- form 93'=lr manifold 
Cfi{rfu does ; Ci1I_ Him ~ those \ciTU: wise men ~ 
as existing within the self ~~ see, ij'IT+{_ their 
(tf<f alone) ~~eternal tR'I~ happiness (+l'ffu is), ~ 
others' .,-not. 

12. (That) one (Supreme) Ruler, the soul 
of all beings, who makes His one form mani
fold,-those wise men who perceive Him as 
existing in their own self, to them belongs 
eternal happiness, and to none else. 

~sf;r~;rt ~~r.n-

itit ~ ~ ~~ ~JtT'3:_ I 
ij~ ~S~lf~q '"lf~-

~ ~t~: ~r~ ~r'{ ll ~ ~ ll 

31Rlt41'11'{ in the midst of non-eternals m: the 
eternal, :tld"'i'il'"l of the conscious ~: consciousness 
(intelligence), u:<O: one (~ being) <1: who OfFT'"l of 
many ~ desires f<f~fu fulfils, ~ those ~: wise 
men ~ Him am~ existing within the self 31ij4':l:"'f~ 
perceive, ijtnlf_ their ~"Rft eternal ~: peace, ~ 
others' .,- not. 

13. He, the eternaP among non-eternals, 
the intelligence in the intelligent, who, though 
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One, fulfils!:l the desires of many,-those wise 
men who perceive Him as existing within their 
own self, to them belongs eternal peace, and 
to none else. 

p Eternal among non-eterna!s-The world is a 
flux. a constant change of appearances, a transient 
play of name and form. Hence it is rightly called 
non-eternal. But no flux could be possible with
out a basis that is unchangeable, as no flowing 
river could be possible without a permanent bed 
to flow upon. So .Atman, the immutable absolute 
consciousness, is perceived to be the eternal basis 
of the shifting shadows of the world-phenomena. 
The relation between Brahman and the universe 
is similar to what exists between picture-shadows 
and screen in cinematograph, or between the form 
of an object and its atomic constituents; one is 
real and permanent, and other is shadowy and 
evanescent. 

2 fulfils the desires of many-By dispensing to the 
Jivas the due results of their Karma through the 
administration of the law.] 

ij'~~Rr f{~sfir~ ~ ~1{_ I 
~~ ~ ~~t;ft~ ~ mm ~TRr crT 11~~11 

(~: the sages wr_ that) ~ indescribable Wl'li. 
supreme ~ bliss i'F[_ that ~ this mr thus ~ 

7 
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think (perceive), cn4 ~ how w. that f.r>n<fr~:IT+I shall I "' . 
know? f<fill:_ whether a- +rrfu shines (in its own light) 'IT 

or f.r+rrfu is luminous (in another's light). 

14. (The sages) perceive that indescribable 
supreme joy as 1 ' this is that '. How shall I 
know that? Does it shine (in its own light), 
or is it effulgent (in another's light)? 

[The exact import of the second line is not very 
clear. According to Sankara, it means: How shall 
I know that bliss, i.e., how shall I realize that 
bliss as my own self, as do the desireless sages ? 
Does it shine in its own self-effulgence? Will it 
be perceived clearly as my own self shining in 
my Buddhi (or consciousness), or not?' But the 
latter portion of this interpretation is at once 
forced and unwarranted, because it would appear 
then very strange that such an utterance of doubt 
should come from Yama himself, the seer of 
Truth. 

Either it must be the utterance of Naciketas, or 
by these words Yama meant to evoke doubt in the 
mind of Naciketas about the self-effulgence of 
Atman, so that it may naturally lead to the solution 
contained in the next verse. In either case, it is 
necessary here also to take ~ in the sense of 
~ as it bas been taken in the next verse. 

1 As tlzis is that-i.e. as an object of direct 
perception.] 
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;r qSf ~ +rTRr ;r ~~f\tii 
~T fer~ffi' +{(Jrq ~s~;ffir: I 

Qirer m;:~mRt' «~ 
~ +rT«T ~~ FnTTRr II ~~ II 
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O'i there ~: the sun ;:r mfu does not shine, ~
~ ;:r nor the moon and stars; ~= these ~: 
lightnings ;:r ~ do not shine, ~ this arm: fire ~= 
how (~ can shine). mJ:. that ~ shining JZOr verily 
·~II. all ~ shines after. ~ its ~ID by light ~ 
this ~ all ~ shines. 

15. The sun does not shine there, nor the 
moon and the stars, nor these lightnings, and 
much less this fire. When that shines, every
thing shines after that. By its light all this 
is lighted. 
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~e.s;rr~~Ttcr ~tits~r: «W~Rrwt: 1 

~q ~ Wl_ ~ q~6fT~a~ I 
~~T: J%n: ~ Q'[ WI~ ~~WI I 

~ 

~~q~lf ~If 

a:;-e<f~: with roots upwards am~~: with branches 
downwards l;q; this B'"lRr-1: ancient ar~: the holy 
:fig tree or Asvattha (lit. that which does not last till 
tomorrow, i.e., perishable). ;;m:. that IZtf verily ~ 
the pure, a-cr:. that iii'(H Brahman, m'( that O:li also 
~- the immortal ~ is called. ~~ all ~: 
worlds ffT~ in that f~: rest. tm:. that '3" verily 
Cfi!ll"l any one <r aWrfu does not transcend. o:a-cr:. this 
~ verily ~that. 

1. This is the ancient As'vattha tree whose 
roots are above and whose branches (spread) 
below. That is verily the pure, that is Brah
man, and that is also called the immortal. In 
that rest all the worlds, and none can trans
cend it. Verily this is that. 

[Here creation is compared with a tree whose root 
is the unmanifested Absolute Brahman, as from Him 
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the whole universe proceeds. But the tree also is 
called here Brahman, as the creation is nothing but 
the manifestation of His Sagu1;1a nature, of His 
Mayasakti. cf. Bhagavad Gita, XV. 1-3.] 

~~~~~a:_~ ~fliT ~:j{fu ~:~~I 
~~~ ~~~ ~ ~wt ~~~~ +fq~ II ~ II 

<i'\ f-o;u whatever ~ this ::fl'R( universe ~ all mUr 
(~) the Pra1;1a being present Fr:~ coming out, 
being manifested ~ vibrates. (B": He) ~ great 
~ terror, ~~ raised ~ thunderbolt. ~ who 
tmQ this for~: know ij they ~T: immortal ~ 
become. 

2. The PraDa 1 being present this whole 
universe comes out of Him and vibrates 2 with
in Him. He is a great terror like 3 the raised 
thunderbolt. Those who know this4 become 
immortal. 

[ 1 Prii!Ja-Brahman as the master of creation. 

~ Creation is a motion, a vibration of energy, and 
it is possible only within something that is un
vibratory, motionless or changeless, i.e., in the Ab
solute. Hence it is said that the whole universe 
vibrates in Brahman, He being the basis of this 
constantly changing universe. The expression also 
implies that the creation, maintenance and dissolu
tion of this universe are under the guidance of a 
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divine law which none can transgress. This is made 
clear in the next line. 

3Like the raised thunderbolt etc.-One of His as
pects is 'universal law' and everything is under His 
stern control,-nothing can escape His relentless 
grasp. Hence He is called the mighty terror. 

4 This-That Brahman is the sole cause of this 
cosmic manifestation and that He is also the law 
guiding the cosmos from within as well as the witness 
of all our mental activiNes.] 

\31flf +i<!TCf. for fear of Him 3'l'"fu: fire ('fq"fu burn s, ( \31flf) 

~ for fear of Him ~: the sun m shines, (3fB!) +!<lra:. 
for fear of Him ~= 'i:l' Indra <r~: Vayu (God of air) 
li!il1T: the fifth ~: Death (God of death) 'i:l' and "<lrcrfu 
proceed (with their respective functions). 

3. For fear of Him the fire burns; for fear 
of Him shines the sun; for fear of Him do 
Indra, Vayu and Death, the fifth, proceed 
(with their respective functions). 

i{~ ~~ ijt;t ~ ~u~1.1 ~: I ...... -..:) ..... 

~: ~ ~!! ~~~~r:r ~rffl II ~ II 
~ here ~~ of this body fcrire: fall ~ before 

(~a:. i!til that Brahman) il1~+J:, to know ~ is able 
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~if(~~ becomes free from the bondage 
of the world) ; (rr ~ if not) ;:m: then ~ ~ in 
the worlds of creation ~ to get body~ becomes 
possible. 

4. If one is able to realize (that Brahman) 
here, before the fall ofthe body, (one becomes 
free from the bondage of the world); (if not), 
one has to take body (again) in the worlds of 
creation. 

lMT as ~ in the looking-glass, ~ so ~ in 
the self (or in the intelligence), ~<lT as '?-l'H in dream 
cr4T so ~ in the world of manes, ~4T as ~ in 
the water iF!T so ~if<fi in the world of Gandharvas 
~ seen ~Cf as if. ~ in the world of Brahma 
m<mr~: light and shade :t'f like. 

5. (Brahman is seen) in the self as (one 
sees oneself) in the mirror ; in the world of 
manes, as (one perceives oneself) in dream ; 
in the world of Gandharvas, as (one's reflec
tion) is seen in the water ; in the world of 
Brahma, as light and shade. 
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[How Brahman is perceived differently in different 
planes of consciousness is described here by similes. 
In the self of one embodied in this world Brah~an . , 
can be perceived distinctly as an image in a mirror. 
This distinctness becomes less and less in the worlds 
like those of the manes, Gandharvas, etc. But in the 
Brahmaloka, which is reached by persons who follow 
Krama-mukti, the Brahman is no doubt realized 
clearly-as distinctly as light is separated from dark
ness-but as it is reached only with great effort, one 
should try to realize Him in the self itself.] 

~~art 'l~F+rr~ffif~ :q ~q_ I 
'N!!~q~"r;rr.:rt +rm mu ~ ~:n+.im 11 q n 

'l''~ 3,q~+JI'11'11+J: of those of separated origin if-~
~ of the senses 'l~ separate ~ existence ~
~ rising and setting :::r and q:r_ which, l::/'R: the wise 
one (v:a:r. this) '1ffi having known ;:r ~grieves not. 

6. The wise one, having known the 
distinct! nature of senses which are sepa
rately!~ produced, as well as about their 3 rising 
and setting, grieves not. 

(1 Distinct nature-i.e. the absolute distinctness of 
the senses from the Atman. 

2 Separately produced-i.e. originated severally 
from their respective causal elements like Ak.Ha and 
others. 
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3 Their nsmg and setting-i.e. their expression 
and dormancy as perceived in the waking and sleep
ing states. The force of the epithet is that the senses 
(including the mind), on account of their changeful 
nature, can very well be distinguished and separated 
from Atman, which is changeless and eternal.] 

~~+tr: tit~ ll'Yrn: ~~~~I 
ij"CtlTG:N ll~r;:rr~m +r~atsc;~«~ 11 \9 11 

;;:f~~: than the senses +r-1: the mind ~ beyond, 
+FJB: than the mind ~ the intellect (Buddhi) ~ 
superior (i.e. subtler and beyond), +!"i[T'l_ amm the 
Great Atman ~fl. than the intellect <!ff<i beyond, 
mrq: than the Great A.tman ~the unmanifested 
(Prakrti) ~superior. 

7. Beyond the senses is the mind, beyond 
the mind is the intellect, beyond the intellect 
is the Great .Atman. Superior to the Great 
.Atman 1 is the Unmanifested. 

[ 1 The Great .Atman-Hiral).yagarbha. Cf. III. 
10-11.] 

3l~rq_ ~ 'R: ~ Otr~srew ~er ~ 1 
ir ~T~T ~ij ~v-f!'(SJ:ij<:4 ~ ~ffl II ~ II 

cx:rrtf<fi: all-pervading <If"~: devoid of all distinctive 
marks (i.e. imperceptible to the senses) D:Cf verily ~: 
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the Puru~a g also ~ than the Unmanifested "'" 
and II\: beyond ; ~ whom ~lffi having known ::r.n: 
creature ~ is emancipated, ~ immortality "'" 
also~ attains. 

8. And verily beyond also the Unmanifested 
is the all-pervading Puru~a devoid of all dis
tinctive marks, knowing whom (every) creature 
is emancipated and attains immortality. 

~ his ~form ~ to the sight Of rem is not. 
CJi!ijif any one ~ Him "''§!IT with the eyes if ~ 

cannot see. ;r.rrqr by the intellect that controls the 
mind ~ residing in the heart ;r.m1 by the intuition 
(~: He)~: is revealed. ~ who ~Him f.f~: know 
~ they ~: immortal ~ become. 

9. His form is not within the field of vision. 
None can see Him with the eyes .. He is re
vealed by the intuition of the intellect which 
resides in the heart and controls the mind. 
Those who know Him become immortal. 
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<l'!T when q~ five ~ the senses of perception 
~ ~;; with the mind ar.r~ remain (still), ~: the 
intellect :q also rr ~ does not work, ~ that 
tro1R_ the supreme lJ"fu;f: state ~: (they) say. 

I 0. When the five senses of perception lie 
still with the mind (in the self), when even the 
intellect works not,-that is the supreme state,. 
they say. 

~that ~firm ti'~ control of the senses 
ll1"1f<f,_ Yoga mr ~ is what they call. OGJ Then(~ 
(Yogin) ~= free from the vagaries of mind ~ 
becomes; ~ because ~: the Yoga J:P'l~ that which 
can be acquired and lost. 

11. That firm 1 control of the senses is 
known as Yoga. Then 2 the Yogin becomes 
free from all vagaries of mind ; for 3 the Yoga 
can be acquired and lost. 

[ 1 Firm control of the senses-i.e. restraining the 
senses from functioning, and fixing the mind in the 
contemplation of Atman. 
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2 Then the Yogin etc.-While practising Yoga, the 
Yogin must not allow the mind to wander from 
object to object. but must make it steady in con
centration on the self. 

3For Yoga can be lost-i.e. by inefficient control of 
the mind, or want of its steadiness.] 

~ t~Rr ct ~r ~ftij ~CFit' ;:r ~r 1 

~Rr ~s~ Cfi%j ~+~~ II r~ II 

(13 arlfln that A.tman) 9RIT by speech w:r ~ verily not, 
+r.=reT by mind w:r (~) not even, T.Jg:JT by eyes w:r (~) 

not also ~ to attain (realize) ~: can be; (arr:=m 
Atman) arfr-;;y is :ffii thus ~o: from those who speak 
~ besides qq: that <ii<R;. how ;:;~ is compre
hended. 

12. (That .Atman) can never be reached 
by speech, nor by eyes, nor eyen by mind. 
How can it be realized otherwise than from 
those 1 who say that it exists ? 

[The Sruti asserts that A.tman, being ·beyond all 
the senses and mind-our only instruments of know
ledge-can be comprehended only through the in
structions of a man of realization. One has to begin 
first by putting faith in the words of the Guru that 
there is such a thing as A.tman, and then follow his 
instructions. No amount of argumentation or ratio
cination can infallibly determine the existenc7 of 
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the transcendental Atman. All arguments in favour 
of its existence can very well be met by equally 
strong ones of the opposite nature. Hence the 
Vedanta philosophers never tried to establish their 
doctrine purely on reason, but on SabdapramaJ.la, 
i.e., the Sruti, and the verdict of the experienced 
seers. Vyasa in his Vedantasutras dispensed with 
such pure metaphysical ratiocination by saying that 
dialectic alone cannot determine the ultimate truth. 
Hence the very first step to self-realization is faith 
in the words of the Guru who has actually realized 
.Atroan. 

1 Those who say that it exists-i.e. the seers, those 
have themselves realized it.] 

~~n~cWi~~w:r ~: , 
~ijl~if4fqeo~ ~: ~T~fflll ~~ II 

~: of the two o~ as the reality ~ is (being) 
l{N thus v:<l' alone ~= is to be realized. arfRf is 
(being) ~ thus ~ of him who has realized v:<l' 

alone m<r.rt9: the true nature ~m reveals. 

13. Of 1 the two, the 'being' alone is to 
be realized as the reality. To 2 him alone 
reveals the true, who realizes the 'being'. 

[ 10/ the two-i.~- of the two conceptions, being 
and non-being. Sankaracarya takes it to refer to 
the two expressions of .Atman, its attributeless 
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absolute state and its manifestations through attri
butes. But it cannot be true, as there is no question 
about the Absolute and the manifestation in the context; 
the alternative is between 'being' and 'non-being'
' is ' and ' is not ' of A.tman. 

2To him reveals the true etc.-To realize the real 
nature of A.tman the first thing needful is faith,
faith in the existence of A.tman as described in the 
.scriptures. Being instructed by a Guru, this faith 
gradually leads to the intuitional perception of its 
existence, and eventually through proper meditation 
on the ' being-ness' of A.tman, there comes the 
revelation of its absolute nature. The difference 
between the two sorts of realization is that the 
former one is done through intuition (Sattvic Bud
dhi) and as such, the aspect of A.tman realized is 
Sagul}a, but in the latter, A.tman realizes itself in 
its absolute nature.] 

~ ~ stU"Ql1w:6" ~Ill its~ ~ft: f~r: I 
3N ~s~ w:c~l1SI il1( ~~ij II ~ \l II 

~ his ~ in the heart fmrr: dwelling ~ all ~ Cfillrr: 

the desires lt~ when ~ are destroyed, aN then 
~: the mortal ~: immortal ~becomes, :w.f here 
(in this body) ~ Brahman ~ attains. 

14. When all the desires that dwell in the 
heart are destroyed, then the mortal becomes 
immortal, and he attains Brahman even here. 
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~~T ~ ~;:'ff ~~~~ ~: I 

3N' lWifs~ ~~T~~Rr.l~ ll ~~ ll 

~ here (in this body) ~ of the heart ~ all 
~= knots i!F.J when ~ are rent asunder, 3N 

then ~: the mortal ~= immortal ~ becomes. 
~ up to this f{ surely '311·dll;:t'1+( the injunction 
(instruction). 

15. When here (in this body) all knots 1 of 
the heart are rent asunder, the mortal becomes 
immortal-so 2 far is the instruction (of all 
Vedanta). 

[ 1 Knots of the heart-Ignorance and its offsprings 
like egoism, pride, passion, etc. 

~ So far is the instruction etc.-i.e. this is the 
consummation of all the Vedantic teachings.] 

. ~ 
~ ~ :q ~~Htt ~~-

• t:' "'" ~ 
~~~~~:~I 

~~4i{!tt~4!€1Ett~ Rt 
M661~~·~ ~qUi~ II ~~ II 

~ of the heart ~(f "i hundred ~ "i and one 
~= nerves (~ are) ; ~ of them l;%1" one ~ 
arfu towards the crown of the head fit:~T extended. 
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~ by that ~ll:. upward an<11:_ having gone ~ 
immortality u:fu attains ; ar?.Ir: others f.l~-~ different 
~ for departing~ become. 

16. Hundred and one are the nerves of 
the heart ; of 1 them one has extended towards 
the crown of the head. Going upwards by it, 
man 2 attains immortality ; but :i others lead 
in departing differently. 

[ 1 Of them one has etc.-i.e. the Su~umnii of the 
Yogins. 

2 Man attains immortality-Those who have not 
attained the Absolute Brahman, but yet have 
realized His ·aspect with attributes, go by the Su~um
nii path to the solar plane, and thence through 
several other planes to the plane of Brahmii where 
they reside till the end of the cycle of creation, at 
the completion of which they merge in Brahman 
together with Brahma. This journey of the soul 
after death is called Kramamukti. But he who has 
realized the absolute aspect, goes nowhere ; for him 
the whole world-process and creation is negated for 
ever while here still in the body. This is known as 
Kaivalyamukti or Jivanmukti. 

a But others lead in departing differently-i. e. 
when the soul departs with the help of the 
other nerves, it reincarnates in this world obtain
ing various bodies according to its Karma and 
desire.] 
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~g;mt: ~ljfs~Rill 
~ ~rrAf ~~ «PsiP-1~: 1 
~ ~'41+4§(1~ sr~~m~~ $lor 1 

113 

ij' M'al~stl~ ~ M'al~stl'1~6f'lftr II ~\9 II 

31~8~1'1: of the size of a thumb ~= the Puru!}a 
31~(1<:"~1 the inner soul ~ always ~ of beings 
~ in the heart ~: dwelling ; ~ from the 
rush ~ the central stalk ~ like Bm'l:. one's own 
~ttmr_ from the body Qlf,. him ~ with perseverance 
~should separate; Qlf,. him ~ pure ~ immortal 
~know. 

17. The Puru~a of the size of a thumb, the 
inner soul, dwells always in the heart of beings. 
One 1 should separate him from the body as 
the central stalk from the rush grass. Know 
him to be the pure, the immortal, yea, the 
pure, the immortal. 

[ 1 One should separate, etc.-i.e., one should extri
cate the element of absolute consciousness, the pure 
Cit in one, from the consciousness of the body, by 
assiduous discrimination (Vicara) and meditation. 
The simile of stalk and grass is very apt.] 

~~ 'iM~ffis~ ~"-~ 
fer?ltltm ~•lfilN ~ ;;~~ 1 
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'ftiiSfUft ~S~{ ~-
~s~ ~ ~~~ 1<:+\ijtt II ~ ~ II 

aN then ~: Naciketas, ~~told by Death 
~ this~ knowledge 'F~ whole ~process 
of Yoga '"! and ~ having got, ~:free from all 
impurities ~: free from death (i.e., desires, passions, 
etc.)(~ having become), P!!Wiffi: knower of Brahman 
(~ was). ar.<~: any other ~: who 31fir tl'.lf also thus 
~q: the inner self ~ fcri'l. knows thus (iUWITRT ~ 
attains Brahman). 

18. Naciketas, having been so instructed by 
Death in this knowledge and in the whole pro
cess of Yoga, became free from all impurities 
and death, and attained Brahman ; and so 
will attain any other too, who knows thus the 
inner self. 

m~ I~~~ I~~;{{~ I~~~ 
~{ I ~et~~~~ llfT ~~·II 

gp mfrij: I mf;ij: I ~r~: II 
- - - I 

Om Peace ! Peace ! ! Peace ! ! ! 
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